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Samenvatting 

Om een massafabricage techniek voor composiet producten te ontwikkelen 
is er onderzoek verricht naar Structural Reaction Injection Molding 
(SRIM). Bij deze techniek gaat in dit verslag het onderzoek uit naar de 
stromingsproblemen, die voorkomen in de 'full scale' opstelling bij PRP/2 
(KSLA). Het hoofd vraagstuk is het voorkomen van luchtinsluitsels tijdens 
het vullen van de matrijs, waarin de composiet reeds ingebracht is. 
Variatie van diverse composieten is experimenteel onderzocht en ook de 
invloed van een voorbehandeling op het composiet is bekeken. Deze extra 
behandeling zorgt voor een perfecte aansluiting van het composite 
materiaal aan de randen van de matrijs om zogenaamde 'flow channels' te 
voorkomen, die voor luchtinsluitsels zorgen. 

Met behulp van de theorie en het software pakket MOLDSYS Z1Jn er 
simulaties uitgevoerd om deze luchtinsluitsels na te bootsen. Hiermee 
kunnen een aantal conclusies getrokken worden ten aanzien van de 
geometrie van de rand langs de matrijs. Het blijkt namelijk dat door het 
verkleinen van de dikte, de vloeiweerstand toeneemt aan de rand, waardoor 
'flow channels' uitblijven. Ondanks het feit dat er nog beperkingen zijn 
wat betreft de MOLDSYS code zijn er simulaties gedaan door Hele-Shaw flow 
te transformeren in Darcy flow. Verder is het MOLDSYS pakket gebruikt om 
een aantal injectie methoden te onderzoeken met betrekking tot de perspex 
opstelling in EE/2 (KSLA) en er is een 3D-simulatie uitgevoerd om deze te 
vergelijken met een ander simulatie pakket wat ontwikkeld is op de 
Technische Universiteit Delft. 



Summary 

Structural Reaction Injection Molding (SRIM) has been investigated as a 
possible technique allowing the mass production of composites. In this 
report we have focused on flow front tracking, related to the problems 
occurring in the full scale arrangement at PRP/2 (KSLA). The main 
question is how to avoid air entrapments in the fiber filled mold during 
the filling stage. Several preforms have been used in an experimental 
investigation and the influence of a preform treatment before filling has 
been investigated. This additional treatment gives a perfect fit of the 
preform at the border of the mold, thus avoiding flow channels and, as a 
consequence, the occurrence of air entrapments. 

Numerical simulations of creation of air entrapments have been 
performed by means of the software package MOLDSYS. We may conclude from 
numerical and theoretical considerations that a decreasing mold thickness 
at the border causes an increase of the flow resistance which avoids flow 
channels. In spite of the restrictions of the MOLDSYS code several 
simulations have been performed by transforming Hele-Shaw flow into Darcy 
flow. Furthermore the MOLDSYS package has been used to investigate 
several injection strategies related to the perspex arrangement at EE/2 
(KSLA) and a 3D-simulation has been executed for comparison with 
simulation techniques developed at Delft University of Technology. 
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Introduetion 

Reaction Injection Molding (RIM) is a high pressure molding process 
where an empty cavity (mold) is filled with a (reactive) fluid or resin. 
The purpose of the process is mass production of plastic products. In 
Structural RIM (SRIM) the cavity is filled with a (glass fiber) prefarm 
for mass production of composite products. The synergy of two or more 
components gives the composite superior mechanica! properties. As a 
result a composite may serve as an alternative for metals, being 
favorable in strength, weight and costs. Applications of composites are 
mostly encountered in aircraft industry, automotive industry, 
construction industry and sport goods. 

Shell is interested in developing an SRIM production technique for mass 
production of high quality composites. Typical products are bumper beams, 
supporting girders and aircraft propellers, which have good mechanica! 
properties in the temperature range of -10°C to 30°C (approximately). To 
meet the required quality at low costs the production process should 
fulfill certain demands: 
- The mold should contain a high percentage of fibers (50% fibers and 50% 

resin, by volume). 
- The orientation of the fibers should be in the appropriate direction to 

make optima! use of the anisotropy of the preform. 
- The void percentage should be low (less than 1%). 
- Macroscopie bubbles (dry spots) should not occur; they weaken the 

composite considerably. 
- A casts analysis decides in favor of glass-fibers; alternative (more 

expensive) fibers may be used to further improve the mechanica! 
properties. 

- All treatments like opening and closing the mold have to be restricted 
to a minimum, since they delay the production process. 

The composite processis described schematically in figure 0.1 [Maco2]. 
A prefarm is positioned in a mold before injection. After closing the 

mold the resin is injected with an average pressure of 3.5 bar. Typical 
filling times are 20 seconds, approximately. After filling the composite 
is allowed to cure and cool. During the curing stage the reactants react 
completely and the product obtains its mechanica! properties like the 
degree of hardness, the specific strengthand the specific modulus. The 
curing or cooling stage takes 15 minutes approximately. Finally, the mold 
is opened to remove and finish the part. The finishing stage mainly 
consists of smoothing the borders and faces of the product. 

Apart from the prefarm there are two other stages in the SRIM process 
that highly contribute to the final quality of the composite: 
- The filling stage where two reactants are mixed and injected. 
- The curing or cooling stage where the resin chemically reacts and the 

phenomena of shrinkage and warpage occur. 
The present report concerns the SRIM process in general; the prefarm and 
the filling stage are treated in some more detail, in relation to the 
final quality of the composite part. 
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Figure 0.1: Diagram of the SRIM process. 
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At KSLA (PRP/2) a SRIM production set-up is presently under 
investigation and development. The experiments treated in chapter 4 are 
performed on this 'full scale' set-up. The main question we have to 
answer is how to avoid the entrapment of air in the corners of the meld. 
We therefore tested several preforms under different process conditions 
and these results will be discussed and compared with theory (chapter 2) 
and SRIM simulations (chapter 3). An additional experimental set-up, made 
of perspex, is being built by the EE/2 sectien but is not yet running. 
This perspex set-up should be very useful in linking the results of 
theoryjsimulations with the results obtained in the 'full scale' set-up. 
With this perspex set-up it is possible to measure pressures and 
temperatures inside the meld and as a consequence to quantify the SRIM 
process in detail. The MOLDSYS code is available at KSLA. It may be used 
for the numerical roedeling of the filling stage. The code is explored and 
subsequently applied to molcts of different shapes to clarify some of the 
problems occurring in SRIM. 

Chapter 1 discusses the SRIM process step by step. Preforms are 
analysed in detail. Some of the essential processing parameters are 
treated with respect to problems occurring in the molding process. In 
chapter 2 the general hydrodynamical equations of motion are presented, 
simplified and applied to the filling stage of the injection molding 
process. The equations governing the flow through preforms are treated 
subsequently. The MOLDSYS code is discussed in chapter 3. The results of 
several numerical simulations are given. Chapter 4 summarizes the 
results of the experiments performed at the PRP SRIM set-up at KSLA. The 
meld is described, problems with the preforms are brought forward and the 
resin used by SHELL is discussed. Experimental and numerical results are 
compared. Chapter 5 contains the final conclusion of the present research 
and gives some recommendations referring to theory, simulations and 
experiments. 



Chapter 1: The process of SRIM 

§ 1.1: Introduetion 

A scheme of the SRIM process is shown in the introduetion ([Maco2] and 
[Manz2]). Fibers are combined into fiber mates. These mates are 
subsequently used to construct preforms. The prefarm should closely 
approximate the shape of the mold. It is positioned in the mold and the 
mold is closed. Two reactants are mixed and pumped under high pressure 
into the cavity through injection gates. Pressures vary from 50 to 100 
bar. The filling stage takes 20 seconds, approximately. In this period 
only a minor part of the chemical reaction takes place. The major part 
takes place during the curing stage, under favourable temperature 
conditions (± 15 minutes).The part is then cooled, removed from the mold 
and finished (removing traces of injection gates, mold edges etc.). 
Assuming that the prefarms are ready, an SRIM cycle takes 20 minutes 
approximately. The crucial stages of the SRIM process are the preform, 
the filling and the curing part of the process. These three stages mainly 
determine the problems and failures of the process SRIM. 

§ 1.2: Fibers 

Most frequently glass-fibers are used in SRIM [Bish). The fibers 
consist of even thinner filaments, kept tagether by means of avivage (see 
figures 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). To get maximum properties, each filament should 
be bounded to the polymer matrix after curing. The main advantage of SRIM 
is that high volume concentratien of continuous fibers may be achieved. 

filament 

....... !·:·;~) .. ~~~ 
fiber 

Figure 1.2.1: Fiber with filaments. 

The impregnation wetting of the fibers is a main problem. To allow a flow 
between the filaments a certain pressure gradient is required to overcome 
the viseaus resistance. By consiclering the perpendicular flow between two 
filaments, an upper limit L'.Pmax for the pressure gradient may be derived 
(see Appendix 6): 

flPmax 
12ryd0 D0 vave 

(Do - do) 3 ' 
(1.2.1) 
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filament 

avlvage 
-··· 

Figure 1.2.2: A fiber with five filaments; between the filaments there is 
avivage bounding the filaments together. 

voids 

Figure 1.2.3: Perpendicular flow viewed from two sides with enclosed 
voids. 

where d0 is the diameter of the filament, D0 is the distance between the 
middles of the filaments, vave is the average velocity of the flow and ~ 
is the viscosity. A similar derivation, including surface tension 
effects, may be found in [Noorl) and [Pal]. When the penetratien of the 
resin in a fiber will be radial, then there will be a possibility of 
generating micro-voids (see figure 1.2 . 3) . A too low pressure gradient 
may cause the generation of micro-voids as a result of the fact that at 
that location there is no flow between two adjacent filaments 

In the case of parallel flow (flow in the direction of the fibers), the 
flow front between two fibers will differ from the flow front inside a 
fiber. Near the borders of the mold this may also cause the creation of 
micro-voids. Figures 1.2.4 to 1.2 . 6 demonstrate by what mechanism. The 
flow fronts between the fibers reaches the border of the mold sooner than 
the flow front inside the fibers [Lamm). At that moment the parallel flow 
between fibers changes into radial flow moving inside the still unfilled 
part of the fibers. As a result, a void may be enclosed . At high flow 
veloeities this phenomenon may become very pronounced. 
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Figure 1.2.4: Flow front differences between and inside the fibers. The 
space between the fibers is not filled completely. 

Figure 1.2.5: Flow front differences between and inside the fibers. The 
space between the fibers is filled completely now; the 
resin starts with radial flow. 

Figure 1.2.6: A zoom in on the flow front inside the fiber. 

5 
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§ 1.3: Preform 

§ 1.3.1: Introduetion 

The preform may be seen as the most important parameter of the 
injection process ([Adam], [Bege] and [Mich]). The permeability and 
porosity define the properties of the preform. The relation between flow 
and permeability is Darcy's law, given in § 2.4. In § 1.2 we saw a flow 
dependance on the chosen direction (radial/perpendicular or parallel), 
however, there is also a flow dependance on the fabric pattern. 

§ 1. 3. 2: Fabrics 

The inplane flow through a preform is strongly dependant on the fabric 
pattern. In two-dimensional flow the pattern determines the values of the 
permeability parameters Kxx and Kyy. appearing in equation (2.4.1 . 6) 
(Darcy flow). To illustrate this, we campare two isotropie preforms 
displayed in figure 1.3.2.1. As a result of the weave pattern the 
permeability of the so-called 2/2 fabric is at least 50% larger than the 
permeability of the 1/1 fabric . 

Now we consider a so-called unbalanced fabric, shown in figure 1.3.2.2, 
which combines fibers of different diameters. The values of the 
permeability parameters Kxx and Kyy are determined by two competing 
elements: the number of cross-over points per unit length and the size of 
the pores in each direction. When we consider, for example, the prefarm 
depicted in figure 1.3.2.2, we see that a flow in the x-direction 
(Machine direction [Adam]) proceeds through the largest pores . One would 
therefore expect that Kxx > Kyy· However, since a flow in the x-direction 
also encounters the largest number of cross-over points (eight, in the 

1/1 fabric top view 2/2 fabric top view 

1/1 fabric side view 2/2 fabric side view 

Figure 1.3.2.1: Weaves with a different fabric pattern. 
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y 

x ____.. 

~T ....:T ....:T ....:T' 
. ~i.. ~i... ~~ ~) 

y=constant 

Crosssection 

x=constant 
Crosssection 

Figure 1.3.2.2: Unbalanced fabric with a top view and two side views . 

present case), it may occur that the y-direction is preferred and 
Kyy > Kxx· Experimental evidence for this specific case is presented in 
(Adam]. 

§ 1.3.3: Impregnation percentage and pressure 

7 

Apart from the preferm structure, the permeability depends also on the 
impregnation percentage of the matrix and the pressure. 
- Pre-impregnating the fiber matrix before filling has a favorable effect 

on the permeability [Zwan2]. It also has a positive effect on the 
occurrence of micro-voids. 

- During the filling stage high pressures may cause a dynamical change of 
the permeability. Fibers may be compressed thus creating a region where 
the permeability decreases as well as a region where it increases. 

§ 1.3.4: Average permeability 

A preform normally consists of a stack of fabrics having different 
orientations and permeabilities. When one is not interested in the flow 
inside each separate layer, an average permeability (Kij) may be defined 
by means of (Brus] 

1 n 1 1 I h (Kij) 
H 1=0 

where H is the preferm height, h1 the height of a layer 1 with 

permeability tensor (Kij) 
1 

and n denotes the number of layers. 

(1.3.4.1) 
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§ 1.3.4: Macro-voids 

At the end of the filling stage the final product may contain 
macro-voids: spots which have notbeen reached by the resin as a resu1t 
of the entrapment of large air bubbles. These unwetted spots greatly 
reduce the tensile properties of the part and are therefore unwanted. The 
occurrence of macro-voids is mainly the resu1t of the shape and 
properties of the prefarm in combination with the fi11ing strategy (1ine 
injection, point injection or combinations of the two). The effect of a 
badly fitting prefarm on the creation of air entrainements is discussed 
in Chapter 4. 

§ 1.4: Close mold 

The prefarm thickness is usually severa1 times bigger than the cavity 
thickness. The press has to compress the prefarm as it c1oses. This 
compression results in high frictional forces between the prefarm and the 
mo1d surface and also between the fibers. They help to keep the prefarm 
in p1ace during the fil1ing step. Sametimes the mo1d is opened and the 
compressed prefarm is taken out for an additiona1 treatment. For example, 
when the prefarm is too large the edges may be cut off after compression 
so that the prefarm wi11 fit better into the mo1d. 

-- stirrer 

component A component B 

temperature control 
metering device 

high pressure lines 

~ 
impingement mixer 

--- closed mold 

Figure 1.5.1: Impingement mixer . 
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§ 1.5: Mix 

Figure 1.5.1 displays a schematic picture.of an SRIM set-up. Reactant A 
and Reactant B are stored and controlled (temperature, stirring) in 
separate vessels. At monitored flow rates they are pumped into the 
impingement mixer ([Zwanl)) where a homogeneaus fluid is obtained by 
means of hydrodynamical mixing mechanism [Zwan2). From the mixing head 
the mixture is purnped into the closed mold. In the following paragraph 
the SRIM cycle continues with the filling process. 

§ 1.6: Fi11ing process 

The filling process is one of the crucial steps in obtaining high 
quality composites. The process should take place under the appropriate 
processing conditions (viscosity, temperature, pressure and flow rate). A 
moldability diagram gives the region within which the filling stage 
should take place ([Gonz], [Pandl) and [Pand2)). Figure 1.6.1 presents 
such a diagram. 

Note that with increasing flow rate Q the pressure gradient ~p also 
increases and the filling time trill decreases ( see equations ( 2. 4. 2 .1) 
to (2.4.2.4)). 

The limiting conditions are: 

1. ~Pmin/Qmin , trm- tgel: 
The mold should be filled before gelling takes place, which requires a 
m~n~murn flow ra te Qmin or a m~n~mum pressure gradient ~Pmin. As a 
result, the filling time tfill will be smaller than the gelling time 
tgel· 

2. Tmax: 
The resin temperature (Tresin) or wall temperature (Tw) should not 
become higher than a certain maximum temperature Trnax· Above this 
temperature degradation of the fluid will take place. 

3a · ~Pmax, mat: 
The pressure gradient should not exceed this value; if it does, the 

preferm will start to tear. 

3h.~Pmax/Qmax (dotted line): 
The injection unit has a certain maximum pressure or flow rate. 

4. Tmin: 
At a to low temperature the viscosity of the fluid will become too 
high, leading to high pressures, and the reaction rate of the gelling 
process will be to low 

§ 1.7: Curing process 

A similar diagram as in figure 1.6.1 may be given for the curing 
process (see figure 1.7.1); ([Douv], [Gonz], [Pand1) and [Pand2)). The 
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flow has stopped while time still proceeds. The largest part of the 
chemical reaction of the two reaetauts takes place during this phase. It 
is assumed that 95% of the mold is filled with fibers and reactive 
mixture; the remaining 5% is occupied by air bubbles (micro-voids). 

degradation 

t 
~ 

a 
3 

1 

\ 

Tresin 

lower limiting temperature 

6PorQ ... 
Figure 1.6.1: Moldability diagram of the filling process. 

degradation 

t 
3 

tcycle,max 

Tres in 

4 t Tmin 

lower limiting temperature 

t ... 
Figure 1.7.1: Moldability diagram of the curing process. 
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The limiting conditions are: 

1. tgs: 
95 percent of the mold is filled. 

2a.Tmax: 
maximurn allowed temperature. Above this temperature degradation of the 
material will take place. 

2b.Tceiling: 
maximurn allowed temperature of the system. 

3 . tcycl . max : 
maximurn cycle time for the process. 

4. Tm in: 
minimum allowed temperature. 

§ 1.8: Dernolding 

At t = tdemold the composite is cured and may be taken out of the mold. 
Obviously, 

t ~ t + t 
demold fill cure 

(1.8.1) 

must hold. After demolding, the mold may be filled with a new preform. 

§ 1.9: Finish 

After dernolding the composite may show excess resin at the edges and 
marks of the vents and injection gates. This excessive material has to be 
removed. If glass is clamped in the parting line as is usually the case, 
then considerable trimming and sanding of the edges is required. 



Chapter 2: Theory 

§ 2.1: Introduetion 

The filling stage of the molding process may be modeled by means of 
general laws. We describe these laws in § 2.2. In § 2.3 the equations are 
made dimensionless; it is shown which terms are important and which terms 
may be neglected. 

There is a wide variety of preforms, properties of prefarms like the 
porosity and permeability may differ in each direction. In § 2.4 it is 
shown how these properties are modeled by means of the Darcy law. By 
applying Darcy's law to some simplified geometries (linear and radial 
flow), useful relations may be derived which allow the calculation of the 
approximate magnitudes of the filling pressure, flow rate and filling time. 

The rheological behavior of the processing fluid is described by a 
constitutive equation. Some constitutive roodels are discussed in § 2.5. 
They may be applied to model the flow of a resin used in the production 
mold or the flow of a newtonian fluid used in the plastic replica. Since 
these fluids behave differently, different constitutive equations are 
required. 

§ 2.2: Conservation laws 

Fluid dynamical problems may be modeled by means of conservation laws. 
For present purposes we distinguish: 
- Ganservation of mass, 
- Ganservation of momentum, 
- Ganservation of energy. 
Their mathematical form in integral balances may be transformed to the 
partial differential equations (appendix l) [Asta], [Baai], [Bosh] and 
[Voss] 

ap 
-V·pv, (2.2.1) 

at ma ss 

Dp 
-p(V·v), (2.2.2) 

Dt 
apv = -(V· pvv) 
at 

momenturn + (V·[!) + pg, (2.2.3) 

Dv 
(V·[!) (2.2.4) p- = + pg, 

Dt 

energy a pui 
-(V· PUiW) - (V·q) + ([!.:Vv), (2.2.5) 

at 
Dui 

Pnt -(V. q) + ([!.:Vv), (2.2.6) 

with mass density p, velocity v, gravity g,internal energy per unit mass Ui 
and heat flux vector q. The stress tensor [I consists of an isotropie part 
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-pm! and a deviatoric part ~. 

(2.2.7) 

For generalised Newtonian fluids, the relationship 

(2.2.8) 

between the shear stress tensor ~ and the deviatoric rate of deformation 

tensor~· defines the viscosity ry. Note that ry is a sca1ar. The rate of 

deformation tensor ~ and the deviatoric rate of deformation tensor ~· are 
defined by 

j:' (2.2.9) 

j: = (Vv + VvT) . (2.2.10) 

Note that for incompressib1e f1uids (V·v = 0): j:' = j:. 
By substituting (2.2.8) and (2.2.10), the conservation equations (2.2.2), 
(2.2.4) and (2.2.6) may now be written as (appendix 2) 

mass 

momenturn 

energy 

Dp 
Dt = -p(V·v), 

pDv = -Vpm + (V·ryj:') + pg, 
Dt 

where ~ is given by 

~ = tl j:' :j:' 

(2.2.11) 

(2.2.12) 

(2.2.13) 

(2.2.14) 

In some cases it is more convenient to have the conservation laws in 
terms of thermodynamical variables. A reformu1ation of the conservation 
1aws in terms of the quantities pressure and temperature requires, among 
others, the first 1aw of thermodynamics 

dui = Tdsi - PdVi, (2.2.15) 

the definition of a volume-expausion coefficient 

as -~[~~Jp, (2.2.16) 

and the definition of an isotherma1 compressibi1ity coefficient 

(2.2.17) 
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The Fourier law reads 

q = -ÀVT. (2.2.18) 

By using (2.2.15)-(2.2.18) the conservation equations (2.2.2), (2.2.4) and 
(2.2.6) may be reformulated as (appendix 3) 

ma ss 

momenturn 

energy 

V·v, 

Dv 
PDt = -Vpm + (V·ryi') + pg, 

DT 
pCPDt 

§ 2.3: Hele-Shaw flow 

(2.2.19) 

(2.2.20) 

(2.2.21) 

In molding processes most products may be characterised as thin 
geometries. The flow distance in one of the three directions is much 
smaller than in the other two directions. As a result, the conservation 
equations may be simplified considerably. The resulting equations describe 
what is called Slit flow or Hele-Shaw flow. The conservation equations 
(2.2.19)-(2.2.21) may be simp1ified by bringing them in dimension1ess form. 
When H is denoted as the thickness of the geometry in the z-direction and L 
as a characteristic length, 

ó 
H 
L 

(with ó (2.3.1) 

may be considered as a small parameter. To non-dimensionlise the equation 
of motion we define the following dimensionless quantities (denoted by an 
asterisk) by means of 

H i'c i" ...,'( 

x = 8x , V x Vvx, p PoP * 
.. k 

H .. k ·'· T 
y sY ' Vy vv;, T 

b ' 
i'\ 

Vóv:, 
H * z = Hz Vz t - t 
óV ' (2.3.2) 

In the case of mold flows, the parameters may be given the values 

H -3 10 m, V -1 10 s, Po 107-10
8

Njm2 

g 10m/s 2 , b 10- 3/K, 0: = 10- 3/K 

10- 9m2 /N, 4 3 
K, = ry 10 kg/ms, p 10 kg/m 3 (2.3.3) 

In dimensionless form, the conservation equations (2.2.19)-(2.2.21) now 
appear as, respectively, (2.3.4)-(2.3.6). 
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* DT 

* Dt :5 [ :v l + :5 [ :v l + ::~ [ :v ]· ( 2 . 3 . 4) 

x-component: [ 
av! 
at 

* av: * av; * aavz~·-] [ pHóV
2 l = + Vx * + Vy ·'· + Vz ~ ax ay~ 

* aP 
* a x 

a + --
* a x 

a + --
* ay 

a + --
* az 

[ 

[ 

* av: 2 * [ :5 av; 
2~ - 3~ + 

* * a x ay 

* [ av; + ~]] [ ~oV6 2 

~ * ·k H2 ay ax 

y-component: 
* * ~ * 

[ 
avy * avx * av; * avz * + Vx --; + Vy * + Vz * 
at ax ay az 

-·-

av: + --
* az 

l + 

l [ 

]] [ ~0:~ 2 l 

* avz 
* a x 

* aP 
* ay 

+ 

[ av: a [ * ::i ]] [ ry 0:~
2 l + -- ry + + 

* * a x ay 

[ * [ av~ * av: 
]] [ ~0::2 l + 

a * avy 2 * avy 
+ 2ry - 3ry --+ + 

* * * * * ay ay a x ay az 

-·- -·-a [ * [ ::i ]] [ ry~~ l a [ * [ ::i ]] [ ~oV6 2 

+ -- ~ + -- ry 
* * H2 az az 

+ pgy and 

l + 

z-component: [ :5 + v: :5 + v; :5 + v; ::! ] [ pó:V' ] - -::: [ :' ] + 

a 
+--; 

a x 

a 
+--; 

ay 

[ "* [ :5]] [ "::'] 

[ "* [~]] ["::'] a + --
* ay 

-·-
av~: 

~\: a x 

av: 
* ay 
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[ * [ av; av; * 
]] [ l a * avz 2 * avz ryoVó 

+ 2." - 3"' -- + + --' + 
* * * * * H2 az az a x ay az 

+ pgz. (2.3.5) 

[ * * * 
aT* l [ p::óV l = 

aT * aT * aT * + V x + Vy + Vz 
* * * * at a x ay az 

[ * * * * l [ Q:~óV l + * aP * aP * aP * aP T 
* 

+ Vx 
* 

+ Vy .. k + Vz 
* at a x ay az 

[ [ ::: l [ * 
]] [ l + [ [ * ]] [ l a a aT >.52 a aT À 

+ + -- --
* * * bH2 * * bH2 a x ay ay az az 

* [[ :5 r [ !f. n [ "lovz l + 
+ ." + 

H2 

* [ 
* ]'[ ."ovzsz ]· + ." 

avz (2.3.6) 
* az H2 

In appendix 4 the orders of the relevant terms are compared. In the mass 
conservation equation no terms may be neglected. The momenturn equations, 
however, may be simplified considerably. The energy equation appears in a 
reduced form as well. As a consequence, slit flow is governed by the 
equations 

DT DP avx avy avz 
Q-- K,- + + Dt Dt a x ay az ' 

(2.3.7) mass 

aP ~z ( avx ]. a x "'az momenturn (2.3.8) 

aP ~z ( avy 

J' ay "'az (2.3.9) 

aP 
0, az (2.3.10) 

energy ( aT aT aT 
J ~z ( >..aT J + .".yz pep at + Vxax + vYay az (2.3.11) 
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Incompressible isothermal slit-flow is governed by V·v = 0 and (2.3.8) -
(2.3.10). By means of integration, these equations may be rewritten in the 

form recognizable as Hele-Shaw flow. Since ~~ = 0, (2.3.8) and (2.3.9) may 

be integrated, giving [Ossw] 

1 aP [ z2 - (~f)' V x 2YJ a x (2.3.12) 

1 aP 
[ 2 2 _ [~f). Vy = 2YJ ay (2.3.13) 

H 
Clearly, Vx and vy satisfy Poiseuille profiles vanishing at z = ± 2 (top 

and bottorn of mold). Now the averaged veloeities are defined as 

-H/2 

~ J Vx dz, (2.3.14) 

-H/2 

-H/2 

~ J vy dz. (2.3.15) 

-H/2 

Integrating V·v = 0 and (2.3.12), (2.3.13) over the height of the mold, we 
finally arrive at the Hele-Shaw flow equations 

Note that 

~x[ H(vx) ) + :y[ H(vy) ) = 0, 

-H/2 

H2 8P 
-12YJ ax' 

H2 8P 
-12YJ ay· 

f avz dz 
az 0 

-H/2 

as a resu1t of no-slip conditions at the boundaries. 

(2.3.16) 

(2.3.17) 

(2.3.18) 

(2.3.19) 
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§ 2.4: Darcy flow 

§ 2.4.1: Equations of motion 

The SRIM process uses fibrous network preforms to strengthen resin 
injected products. The permeability K of a network is an important 
parameter for the description of the fluid motion through the networks. The 
equations descrihing the fluid motion are the continuity equation for 
incompressible flow V·v = 0 and Darcy's law 

K·VP 
V= (2.4.1.1) 

~ denotes the permeability tensor, ~ the dynamic viscosity of the injection 
fluid. In each flow direction the permeability of the preform is 
characterised by three material coefficients: one parallel-to-flow 
coefficient and two perpendicular-to-flow coefficients. Of the nine 
coefficients in total, six need to determined by means of measurements; the 

remaining three follow from symmetry considerations (~ = ~T). A preform is 
characterised as isotropie (random, homogeneous) when 

Kxx Kyy K, 

Kxy Kxz Kxz 0. (2.4.1.2) 

In other cases the preform is called anisotropic. 
The porosity of the fiber preform is denoted by e; 1-e equals the volume 

fraction of fibers occupying the mold. In thin geometries we may introduce 
the veloeities (vrx) and (vry) corrected for porosity by means of 

(vrx) = <:x), ~ 
€ ' 

(2.4.1.3) 

where (vx) and (vy) are given by (2.3.14) and (2.3.15). In a slit flow 
approximation the equations of motion become 

(2.4.1.4) 

l ( Kxx Kxy J ( a PI a x J 
é~ Kyx Kyy aPjay ' 

(2.4.1.5) 

h is the height of the cavity. In the case that the height is constant 
throughout the mold and the preform is characterised by off-diagonal 
elements which are equal to zero, (2.4.1.5) may be reduced to 

a ( K aP J ax xxax a ( aP J + ay Kyyay = o. (2.4.1.6) 

The flow front evolving from an injection gate will be an ellipse when 
Kxx ~ Kyy· For Kxx =Kyy a circular front will be observed. Obviously, the 
shape of a flow front may be used to measure permeability characteristics 
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of a preform ( Kxx / Kyy). Note that fora constant permeability K the 
pressure satisfies the Laplace equation (V·V)P = 0. By cernparing isotropie 
Darcy flow with Hele-Shaw flow (equations (2.3.16)-(2.3.18)), it is seen 
that Hele-Shaw flow becomes equivalent to Darcy flow by taking 

H Eh, 

J.Lh2E3 
TJ = 12K . (2.4.1.7) 

By means of the transformation (2.4.1.7), numerical strategies developed 
for Hele-Shaw flow may be applied to isotropie Darcy flow. 

It should be noted that porosity (E) and permeability (K) are different 
physical parameters. They are related by the empirical Kozeny-Carman 
equation, which is given by 

(2.4.1.8) 

where S denotes the so-called specific surface defined as 
((fiber surface)/(fiber volume)) and C is an empirical constant ([Gonz]). 

§ 2.4.2: Linear and radial Darcy flow. 

We discuss linear and radial penetration of a flow through a homogeneaus 
material. When we assume that the permeability, height and viscosity are 
constant, equations (2.4.1.1) may be integrated for these types of flow. 
The resulting formulas may be used for fast designing purposes. Two molding 
strategies are considered: constant flow rate and constant pressure drop 
molding. For linear flow (see figure 2.4.2.1) the following equations may 
be derived 

Linear flow 
Front 

t 
y w 

p 
p-o 0 

x ... 

Figure 2.4.2.1: Linear flow through a rectangular mold. 
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Constant flow rate Q ,uQl 
Khw' 

V = lwh. 

Constant pressure drop ~P: Ql 
Khw 
,ul ~P, 

V = lwh. 

q 

q 

20 

éWhl --
Q 

(2.4.2.1) 

é,Ul 2 

2Kl'.P' 

(2.4.2.2) 

A subscript l is used to denote the value of the associated variable when 
the front has arrived at x=l. w is the width of the mold. 

For radial flow (outward; see figure 2.4.2.2) we get the following 
equations: 

Radial flow 

Front 

6P,=P-O=P 

Figure 2.4.2.2: Radial flow through a mold. 

Constant flow rate Q: ~Pr 
_!!:9_ 

ln( 
r ). -

21rKh ro 

€ 7rh ( 2 2 (2.4.2.3) tr -- r ro). Q 

Constant drop ~P: Qr 
21rKh 

~P. pressure 
,uln( !._ ) ro 
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__!_!:!:_ 
tr = 2K.6.P 

21 

+ r6 2 r2 ). (2.4.2.4) 

The relations given above may be used to give estimations of filling times, 
pressure drops and flow rates in more complex geometries. Forces on the 
walls of the mold may be estimated as well. The derivation of the relations 
is given in appendix 5. 

§ 2.5: Material properties 

§ 2.5.1: Introduction. 

To complete the equations of motion given in§ 2.2, § 2.3 and § 2.4 a 
relation is required for the dynamic viscosity ry (or M) descrihing the 
viscous behavior of the fluid. In general, thermoplastics behave in a 
non-Newtonian way, which means that the viscosity may still be a function 

of the shear-rate ~. unlike Newtonian fluids (constant viscosity). Figure 
2.5.1.1 depiets the so-called shear-thinning behavior of polymers, as it is 
described by three different roodels [Barn]. Many models are available in 
the literature. Some will be discussed below. 

i 
10 5 

10 4 • • • • Slsko model .. .. .. .. Cross model 

~ 
• • • • Power-law model 

10 3 
,....., 
Cl) 
ca 
a. 10 2 ....... 

~ 
10 1 

Cl) 
0 u 
Cl) 
·:; 0 

10 
-3 -2 -1 0 2 1 3 

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
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Fig. 2.5.1.1: Shear-thinning behavior of a non-Newtonian fluid described by 
three different models. 

§ 2.5.2: Cross model. 

The Cross model gives the viscosity as a function of the shear rate for 
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shear-rates varying from zero to infinity. It reads 

Tl - Tfoo 1 

(kri) ml ' 
(2.5.2.1) 

Tl 0- Tfoo 1 + 

or (kri) mi . (2.5.2.2) 

Obviously, the Cross model contains four material parameters TJo, YJ
00

, k1 and 

mJ. Tfo and TJ
00 

are values of the viscosity for respectively zero and 

infinite shear-rate. Figure 2.5.1.1 demonstrates the behavior of the model. 

§ 2.5.3: Carreau model. 

This model also describes the viscosity on the full range of shear-rate. 
It reads 

1 
(2.5.3.1) 

and obviously resembles the Cross model. 

§ 2.5.4: Power-law model. 

The Power-law model describes the viscosity behavior for intermediate 
shear-rates It may be derived from the Cross model by assuming 

(2.5.4.1) 

In that viscosity range (2.5.2.2) reduces to 

. -mi 
TJ = TJ 0 (kn) . (2.5.4.2) 

A redefining of parameters gives 

(2.5.4.3) 

which constitutes the power-law in its well-known form. The material 
parameter k3 is known as the consistency, n is the power-law index. In 
figure 2.4.1.1 the power-law viscosity curve appears as a straight line 
with slope n-1. 
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§ 2.5.5: Sisko model. 

The Sisko model is derived from the Cross model by assuming ~ « ~ 0 . The 
behavior of the viscosity in the middle and high range of the shear rate 
gives the following Sisko equation: 

23 

(2.5.5.1) 

It is visualised in figure 2.4.1.1. 

§ 2.5.6: Bingham model. 

The Bingham model follows from the Sisko model by taking the power-law 
index n equal to zero: 

~ (2.5.6.1) 

§ 2.5.7: Resins. 

Resins differ from the polymers modeled by the equations given above in 
the sense that they chemically react while flowing. As a consequence, the 
viscosity varies with temperature and time ([Enns], [Macol], [Manzl], 
[Manz3], [Loos], [Pete] and (Will]). The resin injection processis complex 
and irreversible. As a result few models are available descrihing the 
constitutive behavior of resins. 

The model we discuss has an empirical origin. It contains no fundamental 
kinetic or molecular information [Roll]. The isothermal viscosity is taken 
in the form 

ln ~(t) = ln ~(0) + kt, (2.5.7.1) 

where ~(t) denotes the time-dependant viscosity, ~(0) the constant 
viscosity at t=O and k the apparent kinetic factor. Equation 2.5.7.1 can 
not hold when the gel time is reached since as the system approaches tg, 
the viscosity should satisfy ~ ~ oo. Carrying the relationship into the 
temperature domain, we may express ~(0) as 

(2.5.7.2) 

where ~ 00 is the viscosity of the material at T ~ oo and ~E~ is the 

Arrhenius viscosity activation energy. Equation 2.5.7.2 does not hold for 
temperatures near the glass-transition temperature Tg of the resin. The 
glass-transition temperature may be included by substituting T ~ Tg - T 
with T < Tg. This is only possible for temperatures near the 
glass-transition temperature. The kinetic factor in the temperature domain 
is written as 
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k k 
co [ 

L':.Ek J exp RT , (2.5.7.3) 

where k
00 

and L':.Ek are analogues of TJ
00 

and L'IE,q. Substitution of (2. 5. 7. 2) and 

(2.5.7.3) in (2.5.7.1) gives 

ln TJ(t) = ln TJ 00 + ~~11 + tk00 exp[ ~~k J. (2.5.7.4) 

When one interprets the kt term in equation (2.5.7.1) as the first order of 
reaction term, kt may be generalised to 

k(t) exp [ L':.Ek J RT dt. (2.5.7.5) 

ForT= constant k(t) reduces tokt where kis given by (2.5.7.3). When 
temperature T is a function of time, however, a viscosity-time profile 
may be calculated for each T = T(t) profile by means of 
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Fig.2.5.7.l: Resin viscosity response on three linear temperature profiles 
denoted by O's, L'l's and O's. The corresponding viscosity 
profiles are plotted with the same symbols. 
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ln ry(T,t) ln 77oo + L1E'TJ 
RT 

t 

+ f koo 
0 

~ 
RT(t) 
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(2.5.7.6) 

(2.5.7.6) is obtained by substituting (2.5.7.5) for kt in equation 
(2.5.7.4). Figure (2.5.7.1) demonstrates the viscosity responses following 
frorn (2.5.7.6) for three different linear ternperature profiles. 



Chapter 3: SRIM simulations 

§ 3.1: Introduetion 

Several computer simulations will be treated in present chapter. The 
simulations are performed with the software package MOLDSYS [Mold]. The 
code is developed by the MEMA group of Prof. Crochet at UGL (Université 
Gatholique Louvain). It is not yet commercialised. In 1989 KSLA obtained 
a test version which was installed on a VAX at KSEPL but would not run. 
An improved version has recently been installed on a SUN SPARGl 
werkstation (EE/2). The results of the simulations presented here form 
the first reliable and useful data the code produced at KSLA. In § 3.2 
the MOLDSYS package is explained. Important options (parameters) are 
treated, especially the ones which may lead to a premature break-down of 
the program. Problems of this kind are briefly explained in a note. All 
notes are presented together in Appendix 7. In§ 3.3 some of the process 
parameters are treated and compared with the parameters used in the SRIM 
Experiments (see chapter 4). It should be noted that the MOLDSYS code 
does not offer the option of Darcy flow. However, varying the thickness 
of the mold may be used to simulate permeability variations. The 
equivalence between thickness and permeability has been treated in 
§ 2.4.1 and gets some further attention in§ 3.3. In§ 3.4 the results of 
the simulations are presented. There are two main issues on which we have 
worked. The first issue is the simulation of an enclosed void, as it is 
found in the experiments presented in chapter 4. The second issue is the 
predietien of the flow fronts in the perspex set-up of EE/2 
(F. Buitendijk), using several possible filling options. In the near 
future the perspex set-up will be used to visualise flow fronts using 
several injection strategies. The results may be compared with the 
simulations of§ 3.4. § 3.4 only presents simulations inside flat 
geometries. To demonstrate the 3D capabilities of MOLDSYS, a cube has 
been filled in § 3.5. The results are compared with numerical simulations 
performed with the SEPRAN code [Noor2]. Gonclusions are summarised in 
§ 3.6. 

§ 3.2: MOLDSYS package 

§ 3.2.1: Introduetion 

MOLDSYS contains four sub codes which are described schematically in 
figure 3.2.1.1. One starts with MOLDMESH to create a macro-mesh of the 
geometry under investigation and to decide where the injection gates will 
be located. In MOLDDATA the process parameters like viscosity, filling 
time, maximum pressure etc. may be given a value. The number of time 
steps of the program should take may also be declared in MOLDDATA. 
MOLDMESH and MOLDDATA are interactive menu-driven codes, which create the 
input files for MOLDFILL. MOLDFILL computes the flow and creates a result 
file for each time step. MOLDPLOT is then used to visualise the results. 

All parameters are introducedas dimensionless quantities. The user 
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should decide on the dimensions he prefers. The present chapter only 
gives the results of isothermal flows. As a consequence the dimensions of 
length, time and pressure remain and should be used in a careful way. By 
interpreting the dimensionless viscosity units as [Pa·s], the pressure 
units represent [Pa] and the filling time units [s]. The velocity of the 
front then depends on the interpretation of the length units; if they are 
considered as [rnrn], then the front velocity represents [mm/s]. The volurne 
of the cavity should be read in [mm 3 ] and the flow rate in [rnrn3 /s], in 
that case. 

MOLDSYS 

Moldfill 

Figure 3.2.1.1: Diagram of the software package MOLDSYS. 

§ 3.2.2: MOLDMESH 

MOLDMESH is the first step of the simulation process, starting with the 
geometrical definition of the macro-mesh. A macro-mesh consists a set of 
faces (flat faces) in 3D space, which are defined by means of 
macro-vertices: points in 3D space. There is one global 3D coordinate 
system. However, in each face a local 2D coordinate system is defined. In 
figure 3.2.2.1 we consicter a general face defined by means of the macro 
vertices 16,15,6,4. When macro-vertex 6 is defined as the origin, 
macro-vertex 4 as "point on the x-axis after transformation" and 4-16-15 
as rotatien direction, then 6 ~ 4 has a distance 1 along the x'-axis and 
6 ~ 15 is directed along the positive y'-axis. 

t 15 

y 0 z 
4 

o' x' -
0 x • 

Figure 3.2.2.1: Global (x,y,z) and local (x' ,y') coordinate system. 
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Toeach face a thickness is assigned (constant, linear, bilinear). In a 
face you may define several types of macro-elements, like elements with 
an injection gate, a finer grid or non-uniform grid (see figure 3.2.2.2). 

Note 1: Make a notice of the coordinates of the macro-vertices, the 
macro-e1ements and the faces. 

Face 2 ,.. 
Q) 
(J 
CU u. 

Face 3 

Figure 3.2.2.2: The total generated macro-mesh contains three faces. 

When a macro-mesh lies in one surface having two parts of different 
constant thickness and a linear varying part in between, then three faces 
are required to define this mesh. In this way it is possible that faces 
are defined in the same surface. 

Note 2: A flat macro-mesh of varying thickness (constant ~ linear ~ 
constant) consists three faces. The bi1inear option shou1d be 
used when the face varies linear in two directions (see figure 
3.2.2.3). 

3 

! H=10 

~--------------------~ 

5 

Figure 3.2.2.3: Bilinear variatien of the thickness. 

Note 3: The thickness of a face is defined by means of the 1ocal 
coordinates x',y' (see figure 3.2.2.1). Makesure that you use 
that coordinate system in the proper way so that the coordinates 
you type in are at the correct position. 
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A face contains one or more macro-elements (see figure 3.2.2.4). The 
grid of these macro-elements is defined by means of the generation rules. 

1 2 3 4 

Figure 3.2.2.4: One of the faces contains four macro-elements. 

There are five different generation rules. When you select for example 
the generation rule 'lnjection gate for quadrilateral' then you obtain a 
macro-element with an injection gate at a position defined by the user 
(see 3.2.2.5). The radius of the gate should bedefinedas well. The 
other generation rules give the possibility to construct different mesh 
distributions inside a macro-element. 

Note 4: The radius of the injection gate can not be larger than the size 
of the macro-element. 

Figure 3.2.2.5: Three possibilities for an injection gate: a central 
gate, a gate located on a macro-segment and a gate 
located on a macro-vertex. 

When the whole macro-mesh is registered, it will be saved in a mesh 
data file. The mesh data file needs a prefix, which is a freely chosen 
name with a maximum of five characters. The program asks automatically 
for this name at the start of MOLDMESH. 
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§ 3.2.3: MOLDDATA 

MOLDDATA is the secend step of the simulation process. We have to 
define the runner system and several physical parameters. First runner 
vertices have to be introduced and the inflow nodes, the outflow nocles 
and the radius of the runner system must be determined. The outflow nocles 
of the runner system are connected to the available injection gates. 

Note 5: The outflow node(s) of the runner system must contact the 
injection gate(s) defined in MOLDMESH. 

To correct for the pressure drop over the injection gates, each gate 
requires the introduetion of an additional radius "r1" which is used to 
construct an element inside the gate. As a consequence, r1 should be 
smaller than the radius of the injection gate. An equal radius is 
excepted by the code but should not be selected since MOLDFILL may break 
down with obscure Unix error messages like "mapunit: [124] too many open 
files; logical unit 67, named''" or "pow (0,0): DOMAIN error". 

Note 6: The radius nr1•, used for constructing an additional element to 
calculate the pressure drop over the injection gate, should be 
smaller than the radius of the injection gate. An equal radius 
may lead to error messages in MOLDFILL. 

Subsequently, MOLDDATA asks for the position of the initial front. The 
reason for this is that the numerical procedure requires a front to be 
able to start the computation at t=O. lt is advised to choose the initia! 
front slightly larger than the first layer of elements around the 
injection gate (see figure 3.2.3.1). 

Note 7: The initial front should be chosen slightly larger than the first 
layer of elements around the injection gate (see figure 3.2.3.1). 

initial front 

Figure 3.2.3.1: The initial front around an injection gate. 

After the runner system, injection gates and initial front, the problem 
data have to be defined. We mention viscosity, heat capacity and 
conductivity. Furthermore it is decided whether the injection takes place 
under constant pressure or constant flow rate [Duprl]. Instead of a 
constant flow rate the filling time may be imposed. 
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MOLDDATA finishes with some numerical parameters. Among others the 
number of time steps may be given a value and it may be decided at which 
time steps a result file is written to harddisk. All data are filed in a 
datafile. The simulations of the present chapter only concern isothermal 
flow with a constant viscosity. Non-isothermal flow and a powerlaw 
viscosity behavior [eoun] have not yet been investigated. 

§ 3.2.4: MOLDFILL 

MOLDFILL is the third step of the simulation process. This sub code 
calculates the problem step by step, using the data defined in MOLDMESH 
and MOLDDATA. Only the datafile created by MOLDDATA should be given as 
input file. Giving the cammand "moldfill < test.dat", where "test.dat" is 
the datafile, starts the computation. A run on a 30 * 30 mesh taking 100 
time steps requires 8 hours of ePU time on a SUN SPARel workstation 
(16 Mb) and stores approximately 20 Mb of result data on harddisk. Note 
that for non-isothermal flow these figures will be a factor higher as a 
consequence of the fact that the temperature field is computed fully 30. 
It is important to define all your data carefully. It may be clear that 
too fine meshes will lead to problems concerning run time and starage 
space. Only define a fine mesh in regions where problems are expected, 
for example a region where two flow fronts come tagether or where a flow 
front passes an abruptly varying thickness of the cavity. 

§ 3.2.5: MOLDPLOT 

MOLDPLOT is the fourth step of the simulation process. It requires the 
result files calculated by MOLDFILL. There are many possibilities to 
visualise the computed filling process. One may plot the history of 
pressure or flow rate in a certain point, plot the evolution of the front 
(3D) or visualise the pressure at a given time step (3D, using a color 
table). A drawback of MOLDPLOT is that it does not allow toplot 
velocities. The results of § 3.4 demonstrate the capabilities of MOLDPLOT 
in more detail. 

§ 3.3: Simulations versus experiments 

The present paragraph describes and compares the parameters used in the 
computer simulations and the parameters related to the experiments (see 
chapter 4). As has been noted earlier, MOLDSYS doesnotoffer the option 
of Darcy flow. However, in the present paragraph it is explained how 
thickness variations may be used to simulate permeability variations. 

We refer to experiment four, presented in § 4.5.3. An isotropie 
(Unifilo) fiber prefarm has been positioned in a 75 * 75 * 0.5 cm3 mold 
with a central injection gate. The pressure had a maximum of 15 bar. The 
flow rate was held constant at Q = 6 1/min = 10-4 m3 /s. The filling time 
was 20 seconds. The temperature of the resin was 120 oe, of the mold 
140 oe. At these conditions the viscosity of the resin should be 
extrapolated from the results of [Zwan2] and will approximately be equal 
to the viscosity of water: ~ = 10-3 Pas. The permeability of the prefarm 
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may he calculated using the results of (Verh]. In an uncompressed state 
(fiber volume fraction 0.1) the permeability of Unifilo is equal to 
3·10-9 m2 . In the mold the preform is compressed toa volume fraction of 
0.5. By using the empirical Kozeny-Carman relation (2.4.1.8) it is 
calculated that at E = 0.5 the permeability becomes K = 2·10-11 m2 • With 
the values given above, equation (2.4.2.3) may he used to estimate the 
pressure drop inside the mold at the moment it is practically filled: 
~p ~ 3.5 bar (see Appendix 8). The largest part of the available 
pressure, the remaining 10 bar (assurning a pressure of 1 bar inside the 
mold before filling), is used for compression after filling. 

MOLDSYS simulates the flow through empty cavities. We may apply the 
code to isotropie Darcy flow by means of transformation (2.4.1.7). To 
simulate the case described above, we should use a mold height of 
H = Eh= 0.25 cm and a viscosity ~ = ~h 2 E 3 1(12K) = 1.3·104 ~ = 13 Pas. 

Experiment four shows an entrapment of air (macro-void) in each corner 
of the mold (see figure 4.5.3.1). As an explanation it is suggested that 
a flow channel (runner) with a lower flow resistance is created along the 
border of the mold. We may simulate this situation with MOLDSYS by means 
of a mold having a thin border with a larger thickness than the remaining 
part of the mold. This border will have a lower flow resistance and will 
simulate a flow channel. Translated to Darcy flow we created a border 
with a higher porosity. Equation (2.4.1.7) shows that the thickness ratio 
is equal to the porosity ratio and by means of (2.4.1.8) a permeability 
ratio may determined. In § 3.4.2 we investigate wether an entrapment may 
he created in this mold and if so, at what thickness I porosity I 
permeability ratio it appears. 

Concerning the MOLDSYS simulations the following additional remarks 
should he made related to the dimensions of the parameters and the 
evolution of the flow front during injection under constant flow rate. It 
follows from equation (2.4.2.1) and (2.4.2.2) that a moldof dimensions 
Lt * Lt * Ht is filled with a fluid having viscosity ~~ in exactly the 
same way as a mold of dimensions L2 * L2 * H2 with a fluid having 
viscosity ~2· The fronts move in a similar way, but with different 
velocities, determined by the values of Lt and L2. The associated 
pressure values are determined by the values of ~~. ~2. Ht and H2. When 
one is mainly interested in the flow front topology inside a mold having 
an abrupt change of thickness, only the thickness ratio is of importance. 
The constant viscosity and absolute values of the thickness play no role. 
As a consequence it suffices that we present the results in § 3.4 in 
dimensionless form, using a viscosity equal to one. The presented 
pressure plots should not be judged on the absolute values. 

§ 3.4: Results of SRIM simulations 

§ 3.4.1: Introduetion 

Three sets of simulations are treated. The first simulations concern 
the entrapment of a macro-void by varying the thickness of the mold. The 
second set of simulations are associated with injection strategies using 
one and more injection gates. They should predict flow front patterns 
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which will be observed in future experiments using a perspex set-up 
(EE/2). The third simulation demonstrates the 3D capabilities of MOLDSYS. 
The filling of a cube is presented and compared with simulations 
performed at TU Delft [Noor2]. 

§ 3.4.2: Simulation of macro-voids 

A quarter of a square mold with a central injection gate is considered. 
We have constructed a mesh having two faces: the central part of the 
mold, face 1, has a thickness of 0.1 and the border face 2 a thickness of 
1 (see figure 3.4.2.1.1). The mesh is refined near the border since there 
is a discontinuous change of thickness. 
We used the fo11owing conditions: 
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The resu1t of the first simulation is shown in figure 3.4.2.1.2. There is 
no enclosed macro-void, but it may be clearly seen that the flow 
resistance at the border is lower than in the other part of the mold: the 
flow along the border moves faster. Note that after 46 steps the mold is 
completely filled and that the last two flow fronts are clearly 
asymmetrical. 

Figure 3.4.2.1.1 and 3.4.2.1.2: The macro-meshand flowfrontsof the 
first simulation (46 time steps). 
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The second run is base d on the question whether the results are reliab l e. 
We made a finer mesh (see figure 3.4.2.2 .1) and took 100 time steps. The 
remaining parameter values were kept identical to the case described 
above. The result is shown in figure 3.4.2.2. 2. The mold was filled in 93 
time steps. The l ast fronts became more symmetrical, but not 

Figure 3.4.2.2. 1 and 3.4.2.2.2 : The ma cro -meshand flow fronts of the 
second simulation (87 t ime s teps ). 

Figure 3.4.2.2.3 and 3.4.2.2.4: The macro-meshand the flow front at time 
step 87; a zoom in on the pressure 
distribution in the corner of the mold 
(comp l ete filling). 
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Figure 3.4.2.2.5: The pressure distribut ion inside the moldat time step 
93 (completely filled) . 

completely. A plot of the mesh at time s t e p 8 7 gives a possible reason 
(figure 3.4.2.2.3): the flow is solved on a asymmetrical mesh. At each 
time step a remeshing algorithm tries to cover the part occupied by fluid 
with as many elements of the global mesh (defined with MOLDMESH) as is 
possible. The remaining region is covered with triangles and 
quadrilaterals. Figure 3.4.2.2 . 3 shows that the remeshing algorithm 
produced a set of small triangles and three rather large quadrilaterals 
near the front. In this region, whe re the front is curving considerably, 
the mesh should not be too coarse. Pressure distributions are given in 
figures 3.4.2.2.4 and 3.4 . 2.2 . 5 (a zoom in) . The zoom in shows that there 
is no enclosed region of constant pressure (macro-void). 

From the preceding re sul ts \-Je conclude that the mesh region where the 
front starts curving should not contain too large rectangles: the 
remeshing algorithm produces too large quadrilaterals in that region. We 
therefore applied a further refinement , depicted in figure 3.4.2.3.1. The 
flow fronts are shown in figure 3.4 . 2.3.2; camparing with figure 
3.4.2.2 . 2 we abserve a slight change . When we zoom in on the mesh at time 
step 87 we see a more balanced grid, though asymmetrical (figure 
3.4.2.3.3). Figure 3.4.2.3.4 gives the associated pressure distribution 
in the corner, showing a minimum pressure at the front and along the 
border. 

In the fourth run we have changed the width of the border from 0.5 to 
0. 1 to accelerate the runner flow. We have also increased the radius of 
the inj ection gate (1 ~ 7.5) a nd reduc e d the number of layers around the 
gate to two. The remaining part of the mesh has notbeen changed. Less 
CPU time is now required to study the flow near the corner: our region of 
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Figure 3.4.2 . 3.1 and 3.4 . 2.3 . 2: The macro-meshand flow fronts of the 
third simulation. 

Figure 3.4.2.3.3 and 3 . 4 . 2 . 3.4 : A zoom in on the macro-mesh, the flow 
front and the pressure at time step 87. 

interest. The flow fronts are presented in figure 3 . 4 . 2.4. 1 and clearly 
demonstrate the entrapment of a macro-void . We used the following 
conditions: 

36 
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maximum pressure 1010 
(0,10.1) (10.1,10.1) 

Face 2 
flow ra te 7.597 (0,1 0') {10.HJt 

time steps 100 
filling time 1 
viscosity 1 Faca1 ~ .. 
thickness of face 1 0.1 N 

thickness of face 2 1 
initial front 0.25 

- radius of the inj. gate: 7.5 (0,0) ~0,0)00.1.01 

Figure 3.4.2 . 4.1 and 3.4.2.4.2: The flow fronts at time step 91 and a 
zoom in on the flow fronts of time step 
60 to 90. 

In figure 3.4.2.4.2 we took a zoom in on flow fronts 60 to 90 (at step 91 
the whole moldis filled). Figures 3.4.2.4.3 - 3.4.2.4.5 give the flow 
front and the mesh at, respectively, time step 80, 85 and 90. The last 
figure is not a zoom in and presents the total mesh. All three meshes are 
asymmetrical. Figure 3.4.2.4 .6 shows a zoom in on the corner at time step 
87. It gives the pressure distribution. Because of the relatively low 
flow resistance the fluid first flows along the border and then fills the 
remaining part of the mold . Figure 3.4.2.4.7 shows a zoom in on the 
corner when the mold is completely filled. We abserve a maximum of the 
pressure inside the region of entrapment. We tried to plot the pressure 
one time step before complete filling, but did not succeed since POLYPLOT 
occasionally breaks down when the mesh contains a hole (injection gate 
excluded) . Figure 3.4.2.4.8 presents a zoom in on the macro-void itself. 
It seems remarkable that the pressure distribution is perfectly 
symmetrical. It should be realised, however, that the zoom in such that 
it gives the pressure distribution inside an element of the macro-mesh 
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Figure 3.4.2 .4 .3 and 3 . 4 . 2.4.4 : A zoom in on the mac ro - me s h and fl ow 
front at time step 80 and 85 . 
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Figure 3 .4 .2.4 .5 and 3.4 . 2 . 4.6 : The macro-mesh and the f l ow front at time 
step 90 and a zoom in on the pressure 
distribution at time step 87 in the 
corner of the mold . 

and, as a consequence , has no physical meaning . It reflects the 
symmetrical nature of the so called basis (or shape) functions us e d in 
the finite element formulati on . 
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Figure 3.4.2.4.7 and 3.4 . 2 . 4 . 8: The pressure distribution when the mold 
is filled completely and a further zoom 
in on the enclosed void. 
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In the fifth run we wanted to show the influence of changing the width 
of the border. We have changed the width from 0.1 to 0.2 (see figure 
3.4.2.5.1 and 3.4.2.5.2). For obscure reasens we get a failure of the 

Figure 3.4 .2 .5 . 1 and 3.4.2.5 . 2: The macro-meshof the fifth simulation 
and a zoom in on the macro-mesh and the 
flow front at time step 73. 
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code after 73 time steps (Unix message: stop: in Delaco-non zero code 
from CGSPAK). Figure 3 . 4.2 . 5.1 gives the macro-meshand the runner system 
and figure 3 . 4.2.5.2 the mesh and the flow front at time step 73. The 
other parameters are the same as declared in the fourth run (apart of the 
initial front; the value here is 0.15 and the number of layers around the 
injection gate is equal to three). The flow front and mesh at time step 
73 do not show any causes that could lead to a breakdown of the code. A 
possible reason might be that in some cases the code has problems with a 
discontinuous change of thickness. 

The sixth run ,gives a better idea of the influence of the width of the 
borders. Figure 3.4.2.6.1 gives the meshand the flow front at time step 
83. The left-hand side border has a width of 0.1 and a thickness of 1. 
After this border the thickness changes linear1y from 0.1 to 1. On the 
right-hand side the width is equal to 0.5 and we also have a linear 
change in thickness from l to 0.1. Figure 3.4.2.6 gives the flow fronts 
up to time step 83 . Obviously, the flow on the left-hand side feels a 
lower resistance and flows faster than the flow on the right-hand side. 
After time step 83 the code broke down (reasons unknown), although the 
mesh did nothave any discontinuous changes of thickness. 

Figure 3.4.2.6.1 and 3.4 . 2.6 . 2: The macro-mesh and the flow front at time 
step 83. The flow front on the left-hand 
side flows faster than on the right-hand 
side. 

After these simulations we have an idea of the influences of the 
geometry parameters like length and thickness . Now we start a cycle of 
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runs in which we vary the thickness of the border. All other parameters 
are kept constant. Our goal is to determine the critical thickness ratio 
H1/H2 = (mold thickness)/(border thickness) for which an entrapment 
occurs. That ratio is equal to a porosity ratio in a mold of constant 
thickness (according to (2.4.1.7)) filled with an isotropie preform 
having a low porosity near the center and a high porosity near the border 
of the mold. Subsequently a critical permeability ratio may be determined 
by means of the Kozeny-Carman relation (2.4.1.8). For the first cycle of 
five runs we use the following constant conditions and we vary the 
thickness of face 2 from 5 to 1 in steps of 1: 

maximum pressure 10 10 IO.Ut ve.r• 

flow rate filled Faca 2 
11.1.7 .. 

10.7.1) 

time steps 100 
filling time 10 
viscosity 1 

"Tl 
Face 1 " n .. 

thickness of face 1 0.5 N 

thickness of face 2 l-5 
initial front 0 . 25 

-radius of the inj.gate: 5.5 

After this first cycle we conclude 
1 Ht 1 < H2 < 2. As a consequence - <--
4 H2 

that an entrapment occurs for 
l < 2 . For a better approximation of 

the critical ratio we perform a second cycle of three runs where the 
thickness of face 2 has been taken respectively 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75. 
Figure 3.4.2.7.1 showsus the mesh we have used. 

Figure 3.4.2.7.1 and 3.4.2.7.2: The macro-meshand the flow fronts at 
time step 73 (complete filling); 
H1/H2 = 2/5, no entrapment 
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Figure 3 .4 . 2 . 7.2 shows the front lines. After 73 time steps, the whole 
mo ld was f i lled . The value of thickness of face 2 is 1 . 25 and we clearly 
see t h at t here i s no entrapment. Figure 3.4 . 2 . 7.3 is a zoom in on the 
corner at time step 72 and we see the flow front and the mesh. The mesh 
l ooks symmetrical and reliable. Figure 3.4.2.7 . 4 is a zoom in on the 
pressure distribution at time step 72 . It showshow the fluid flows in 
the corner region of the mold. 

- ----

• 
Figure 3.4.2.7.3 and 3 . 4 . 2 . 7 . 4: A zoom in on the macro-meshand the flow 

front at time step 72 and a zoom in on 
the pressure distribution in the corner 
of the mold at time step 72. 

Figures 3.4.2.8.1 to 3 . 4.2 . 8 . 4 are related to the second run of cycle 
2 . The thickness of face 2 is equal to l.S. Figure 3 . 4 .2.8.1 gives the 
flow fronts: an entrapment has occurred . In this run the mold was filled 
at time step 75. Figure 3.4.2 . 8.2 is a zoom in on t h e results of time 
step 74. It shows the flow front and the mesh at this time step. The 
geometry of the void is somewhat questionab le. Espec i a lly when one 
compares it with figures 3.4.2 . 8 . 3 and 3.4 . 2.8.4. These figures are a 
zoom in on the pre ssure distribution at time step 74 and 75 . The pressure 
l ines are considerably smoother than the front lines. Apparently the 
quadri l ateral flow front at time step 74 i s the numer ical representation 
of an ellipse-like geometry, which one would exp ec t in reality. Figure 
3.4.2 . 8 . 4 shows three opt i ma in the pressure distr ibut ion. Again these 
optima are an artifact of the finite element formulation and have no 
physical meaning. 
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Figure 3.4.2.8.1 and 3.4.2.8.2: The flow fronts at time step 74; 
H1/H2 = 1/3, an entrapment has 
occurred . A zoom in on the rnacro-mesh and 
the flow front at time step 74. 

Figure 3.4.2.8.3 and 3 .4 . 2 . 8.4: A zoom in on the pressure distribution in 
the corner of the mold at time step 74 
and 75 . 
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The results of the third run with a thickness equal toface 2 of 1.75 
are presented in figures 3.4.2.9.1 to 3.4.2.9.4. Figure 3.4.2.9.1 gives 
the flow fronts. A pentagon shaped entrapment is created in the corner of 
the mold. The mold is filled in 75 time steps. Figure 3.4.2.9.2 is a zoom 
in and shows the mesh and the flow front at time step 74. The front is 
asymmetrical, but it looks reliable. The entrapment is larger than in 
figure 3.4.2.8.2 as a result of a lower flow resistance at the border of 
the mold. Figures 3.4.2.9.3 and 3.4.2.9.4 are a zoom in on the pressure 
distribution in the corner of the mold. Especially figure 3.4.2.9.4 gives 
a possible (approximate) representation of an enclosed air bubble. Note 
that in the present case there is no air inside the mold befere filling 
(P=O). As a consequence the moldis completely filled. However, taking 
figure 3.4.2.9.4 into consideration one could replace a region of fluid 
of constant pressure by air of the same pressure and thus use figure 
3.4.2.9.4 to predict the approximate shape of a macro-void. The plot of 
the pressure distribution is preferred since it is smoother than the flow 
fronts. 

We may conclude from these three runs that the critical value of the 
thickness of face 2 is 1.5 approximately . This leads to a critical ratio 
of 

( ~~ ) ( :~ ) 
er er 

1 
3 

(3.4.2.1) 

fora border width of 0.1. Assuming that fl is given, the critical value 
of q is determined by q = 3 · q . Substi tuting q = 0. 5 (experiment four, 
chapter 4) leads to the unfeasible value of f2 = 1.5 since f2 can not 

Figure 3.4.2.9 . 1 and 3.4.2.9.2: The flow fronts at time step 74; 
H1/H2 = 2/7, an entrapment has occurred. 
A zoom in on the macro-mesh and the flow 
front at time step 74. 
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exceed the value 1 (empty borde r ) . As a consequence EliE2 = 112 is the 
minimum value when El = 0 . 5 . Since for the present mold (border width 
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0. 1) an entrapment only occurs wh e n q l q .::5 ( EII q) er , q = 0. 5 will not 
lead to a macro-void. The borde r width has to be further decreased to 
simuL~.te an entrapment at that v a lue of E 1· This is done in a third and 
final cycle. 

Figure 3.4.2.9.3 and 3.4 . 2 .9.4 : A zo om in on the pressure distribution in 
t h e c o rne r of the mo ld at time step 74 
a nd 75 . Pos sibl e (approximate) shape of 
an air ent r a pment . 

In the third cycle of runs we h ave decreased the border width from 0.1 
to 0.05 and again have determi ned t h e critical thickness I porosity ratio 
for which an entrapment occur s. \Je come again to the value of 113 . This 
value was not expected b ecause of a theo retical decrease of the fl ow 
resistance at the borde r and as a consequence we expected a higher 
critical ratio of thicknes s I poros ity. The present simulations confine 
the porosity to < 0.33 r esulting to a fiber volume fraction of 0.67 and 
higher. From an exp e rimenta l p oint of view this value is too high. The 
maximum reachable fiber vo lwne f r a ction in practise is l-El = 0.5 and we 
may therefore not use the Koz e ny- Carma n relation to predict the 
associated critical permeab ili ty ra ti o. A perha ps even more severe reason 
why the present simulations can n o t b e fully transl a ted to the case of 
Darcy flow is given below. 

Isotropie Darcy flow may be simulate d b y Hele - Shaw flow by applying 
transformation (2.4 . 1 . 7) . As a r esult, a prefarm of v arying porosity does 
not give a varying thickness H but al so a v arying v iscosity ~· In the 
case considered in the cycles the v is cos ity ~1 and ry2 in face 1 and 2 
should therefore be taken 
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'71 

and '72 

JLh2 cs2 (1- q) 2 
12 
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(3.4.2.2) 

(3.4.2.3) 

where (2.4.1.8) has been used and €1 and €2 denotes the porosity of face 
1 and 2. When €1 < €2 the flow inside the edge should be computed with a 
lower viscosity than the flow inside the central part of the mold. This 
has not been done since the MOLDSYS package does not allow to vary the 
viscosity through the flow domain. The consequence may be demonstrated by 
assuming linear flow in the edge. When we define a flow resistance 
(impedance) 

z JLl 
Khw (3.4.2.4) 

by means of (2.4.1.8) and (3.3.2) the flow impedance through the edge is 
written in Hele-Shaw terms as 

12 H~ w 
(3.4.2.5) 

We therefore see that z2 not only decreases as a result of an increasing 
thickness (H1 < H2), it also decreases as aresult of viscosity decrease 
according to (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) (€1 < €2). Taking account of this effect 
would increase the critical value simulated in § 3.4.2 in the three 
cycles. Consequently €2 < 3€1 (see equation 3.4.2.1) may not be 
sufficient to avoid the occurrence of a macro-void in the case of Darcy 
flow through the present geometry. We can only conclude from the critica! 
value that it is sure for a certain value of H1/H2 that there will be 
occurred an entrapment 

We finally mention that we had some difficulties in obtaining reliable 
results from the runs with this thin border. One should be aware of the 
fact that the MOLDSYS code has been applied here to front tracking in an 
extremely thin geometry, adjacent to a geometrical discontinuity. We have 
tried to translate the obtained results into a Darcy flow situation. 
However, the code has been developed to simulate flows inside empty 
cavities possessing continuous thickness variations. 

§ 3.4.3: Different injection strategies 

In the present paragraph we wish to predict the flow fronts in a square 
mold using several injection strategies. Our purpose is to simulate the 
evolution of flow fronts which may occur in the experimental perspex 
set-up being built at KSLA (section EE/2). The geometry and available 
injection gates are shown in figure 3.4.3.1. It is a square mold with 
five injection gates. The mold may be divided into four equal parts. We 
simulate the flow in one such a part (figure 3.4.3.1). 
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Figure 3.4.3.1: The mold with five injection gates divided equally in 
four pieces and zoomed in on one of the pieces. 

Figure 3.4.3.2: Four filling strategies through varying the injection 
gates. 
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Four combinations of injection gates are possible (see figure 
3.4.3.2).The first strategy is an injection by means of one gate. The 
macro-mesh we have used for this simulation is shown in figure 3.4.3.3. 
Figure 3.4.3.4 shows the flow fronts (20 time steps). The second strategy 
is performed with two injection gates. These gates are defined on a 
common macro-segment of the macro-mesh. The used macro-mesh is shown in 
figure 3.4.3.5 and the associated flow fronts (18 time steps) are given 
in figure 3.4.3.6. The fronts are not symmetrical. This may be improved 
by refining the mesh. The third strategy also concerns two injection 
gates. However, the gates are now defined opposite to each other (third 
figure of figure 3.4.3.2). The first attempt to run this case broke down 
with the Unix error message "mapunit: [124] too many open files; logical 
unit 67, named ''". From note 7 (appendix 7) we learn that the radius r1, 
here having the same value as the radius of the defined gate, should be 
smaller. After decreasing r1 from 1 to 0.5, the job runs smoothly. The 
macro-mesh we have used is shown in figure 3.4.3.7. Figure 3.4.3.8 shows 
the flow fronts evolving from gates defined opposite to each other. It is 
interesting to see how the flow fronts join and split into two other flow 
fronts after 14 time steps. 
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Figure 3.4.3.3 and 3.4.3.4: The macro-mesh and the flow fronts associated 
with the first injection strategy. 

Figure 3.4.3.5 and 3.4.3.6: The macro-meshand the flow fronts associated 
with the second injection strategy. 

The fourth strategy concerns the injection by means of three gates (see 
figure 3.4.3.2). We have not succeeded in running this case successfully. 
Flow fronts would only evolve from one injection gate and after three or 
four time steps the code would break down with the Unix error message 
"pow (0,0): DOMAIN error". MOLDSYS gives the error message "STOP: FPTRCK 
-Badly oriented velocity". We havenotbeen able to avoid the occurrence 
of these messages. 
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Figure 3.4.3.7 and 3.4.3.8: The macro-meshand the flow fronts associated 
with the third injection strategy. 

§ 3.4.4: 3D-simulation 

The present sirnulation is performed to demonstrate the 3D capabilities 
of the MOLDSYS package and to compare the res~lt with the predietien of 
an other injection molding code. A test case was found in [Noor2], who 
uses the SEPRAN code to simulate Darcy flow. The geornetry consists of a 
cube positioned on a square surface. The bottorn side of the cube has been 
ornitted. The geometry is filled with an isotropie preforrn and a line 
injection has been used. The results of the sirnulation by [Noor2] are 
shown in figure 3.4.4.1. 

Figure 3.4.4.1: Filling of a cube by means of line injection; results 
obtained from [Noor2]. 

The simulation given above is repeated with MOLDSYS using the mesh 
depicted in figure 3.4.4.2. An injection gate has been used since line 
injection is not yet available. We stress again that an empty rnold is 
filled in exactly the same way as a mold filled with an isotropie 
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preform, as far as the flow front is concerned. We have used the 
following conditions: 

maximum pressure 
flow rate 
time steps 
filling time 
viscosity 

- thickness of all faces: 
initial front 

-radius of the inj.gate: 

1010 

filled 
100 
l 
1 
1 
1 
0.5 

{6,6,3) 

(0,0,0) 
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The flow fronts are shown in figures 3.4.4.3 - 3.4.4.5. They campare well 
with the results of (Noor2]. The consequence of different injection 
mechanisms (line versus gate) is clearly observable in the results. 

Figure 3.4.4.2 and 3.4.4.3: The macro-mesh and runner system of the 3D 
simulation. 13 flow fronts are plotted: the 
first flow front at time step 7, the last 
front at time step 98 and 11 intermediate 
fronts at constant interval of 7 time steps. 

The linear injection gives an entrapment at the back side of the cube 
(Noor2] while the radial injection does not. Figure 3.4.4.5 gives the 
evidence that the flow fronts from time step 87 to time step 88 do not 
enclose any area. The simulations suggest that radial injection should be 
preferred for the present test case. It is precisely in this manner that 
MOLDSYS may assist in designing 3D molds and deciding on injection 
strategies. 

We finally mention that MOLDPLOT has a drawback of plotting flow fronts 
without using a so-called hidden line procedure, as is shown in figures 
3.4.4.3 - 3.4.4.5. Making use of such a procedure would imprave the 
graphical interpretation of the flow front evolution considerably. 
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Figure 3.4.4.4 and 3.4.4.5: The flow fronts at the back side of the 3D 
geometry. The flow fronts from time step 85 
to 90. 

§ 3.5: Conclusions 

We divide our conclusions into three categories: 
- Conclusions related to physics, 
- Conclusions related to practise, 
- Conclusions related to simulations. 

- Physics 
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By means of transformation (2.4.1.7) MOLDSYS may be used to simulate 
isotropie Darcy flow through prefarms of constant porosity. Compared to 
the case of an empty cavity the transformation leaves the flow fronts 
unchanged; only a correction for the pressure should be applied. The flow 
through isotropie prefarms of varying porosity can not be simulated since 
MOLDSYS does not allow to vary the viscosity with position. We may 
interpretate the critical thickness ratio as a lower limit for the 
critical porosity ratio at which a macro-void occurs in the case of Darcy 
flow. 

- Practise 
Our main concern is to prevent the occurrence of air entrapments. In a 
square mold filled with an isotropie preform macro-voids will not occur 
when the flow resistance is kept constant throughout the mold. This may 
be achieved by means of a perfectly fitting preform. In the case that 
there exists a flow channel along the border a void may be prevented by 
increasing the width of the channel; a thin channel enhances the creation 
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of macro-voids. Unfortunately this leads to a badly fitting preform which 
is not wanted in practise. In the case of the filling of a cube 
containing an isotropie preform (figure 3.4.3.6) radial injection may 
prevent the entrapment that occurs when line injection is used. 

- Simulations 
The MOLDSYS code has proved to be useful in predicting the evolution of 
flow fronts and increasing the understanding of the filling process. To a 
certain extent Darcy flow may be simulated although the code does not 
offer that option; it should bé included in the near future to allow a 
more defailed and reliable simulation of SRIM. We stress again that the 
MOLDSYS code in its present state has been developed for 3D simulations 
like in § 3.4.4. The code requires a more detailed manual. Since this is 
missing a starting user is not aware of certain mistakes he is making, 
which result to obscure error messages and break-downs of the code. The 
notes presented in appendix 7 are associated with such failures of 
MOLDSYS and contain valuable tips and clues for future users. Due to a 
bug in the Fortran compiler (discovered when installing MOLDSYS) an 
optimal cornmunication between MOLDSYS and the SUN SPARCl workstation 
(Unix) has not yet been achieved. 



Chapter 4: SRIM Experiments 

§ 4.1: Introduetion 

In chapter 1 the molding process is explained step by step. Each step 
has its own difficulties and problems. The present chapter gives the 
results of several molding experiments which clearly illustrate the main 
problems that occur in SRIM. § 4.2 briefly discusses the preform; the 
experiments demonstrate that it is the bottleneck of the SRIM process. 

Filling and mixing have their own problems, some of them may be solved 
with some minor adaptions (see § 4.3 and § 4.4). Others, like the 
creation of macro-voids for example, are not solved that easily. The 
results of the experiments, presented in § 4.5, show that the filling 
stage is greatly influenced by the quality and shape of the preform. 

§ 4.2: The preform 

Preforms are cut by hand in a standard form of 0.75 * 0.75 m2 . The 
weave is drawn with a standard size and cut with a pair of scissors. For 
more layers this action should be repeated. Six, eight, ten and twelve 
layers have been used. 

When the preferm is finished the question arises of how to place it in 
the mold. When the preform is slightly smaller in size than the mold, the 
closing of the mold may slightly move the preform into an unwanted 
position. A possible solution to a better fitting may be to cut a 
slightly oversized preform, close the mold, compress the fibers, open the 
mold, cut the edges and the borders and close the mold again. The effect 
of following this procedure is shown in § 4.5. 

§ 4.3: Mixing of two components 

The available injection machine for m1x1ng and injecting the two 
components is the Krauss Mafei, type rim-star 16/40. The maximum output 
is 56 1/min and the minimum output is 6 1/min. The mixing pressure is 50 
bar. The maximum pressure used for making the products is 15 bar. The 
resin system has two components: 
- Epoxy resin, epikote 828 (code name 1153jl72A) 
- Curing agent (code name ll53/172B). 
There will be a chemica! reaction of the primary amino part of the curing 
agent with the epoxy resin 

OH 
I 

_. R2 - CH - CH2 - NH - Rt. 

Epoxy resins are multi functional, which leads to a network of 
connections. 
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§ 4.4: The filling stage 

After closing the rnold, the resin rnay be injected and flow through the 
preforrn. However, the injection pressure rnay cause sorne problerns. When a 
high injection pressure is used, the fibers rnay be pressed away frorn 
their position, thus creating regions of lower and higher volurne 
fractions. The parts with a lower fiber concentratien are workingas a 
flow channel. Other parts of the preforrn are strongly cornpressed. The 
flow resistance in these parts of the prefarm are sametirnes too high to 
be penetrated by the resin (see § 4.5.3; void enclosing in central 
parts). 

It will be clear that the cornpression and expansion of fibers may lead 
to unwanted non-uniform flow patterns. It is even possible that different 
flows occur in initially similar layers. A point norrnally wettedat last 
is now wetted much earlier because of resin flow in flow channels; as a 
result an enclosed part is created with air in it. We therefore see that 
a non-uniform flow distribution leads to enclosed parts in the preform: 
macro-voids. Macro-voids are a result of non fitting prefarms or the 
existence of flow channels in the rnold (see § 4.5). The flow resistance 
in the flow channels is relatively low in cornparison to the other parts 
of the preforrn. 

The production of rnicro-voids is explained in § 1.2 and may clearly be 
seen in the product. The color of the product becornes rnilk-white when the 
micro-voids are enclosed. There are four possible methods to decrease the 
occurrence of rnicro-voids: 
- 'Vacuurn assisted SRIM' is a method to decrease the percentage of the 

micro-voids [Zwan2]. When a vacuurn is created in the mold, the air has 
disappeared and no rnicro-voids (or rnacro-voids) can be created. 

- Increasing pressure has the result of campressing all the bubbles into 
smaller bubbles. The volurne percentage of micro-voids will be lower but 
not equal to zero. Increasing the pressure rnay be unfavorable with 
respect to the occurrence of rnacro-voids, however [Pal]. 
The use of a foarn seal, which is permeable for air but not for resin, 
at the border of the rnold or a serni-perrneable seal all over the product 
could be an "option" [Noor!]. 

- Wetting the whole prefarm befare injection rnolding. The langer the 
period of wetting, or pre-injection without curing, the less voids are 
created in the prefarm (see § 1.2). 

Only the first two possibilities have been investigated. The 'Vacuurn 
assisted SRIM' technique has been used once and gave the best results 
[Zwan2]. The other two possibilities are options which need further 
attention in the future. 

§ 4.5: Experimental results 

§ 4.5.1: Introduetion 

The experiments are performed in a new mold of stainless and hardened 
steel. The geornetry of this rnold is 75 * 75 * 0.5 crn3 = 2812.5 crn3 • The 
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injection point is in the center. The mold wall is heated by oil of 
140 oe, which resu1ts to a mo1d wa11 temperature of approximate1y 120 oe. 
The temperature of the epoxy resin is 120 oe and of the curing agent 80 
oe. This results to a mix temperature of 105 oe. We used severa1 preforms 
in the experiments: 
- Unifilo: A preform with random orientated filaments with a uniform 

distribution of the filaments. The flow resistance is equal in each 
direction. The weight of one layer is about 245 ± 5 gr. A maximurn of 
twelve layers is possible formolding for 5 mm thickness, but not under 
all circurnstances (see § 4.5.3). 
UD preform Bradford University: preform with fibers orientated in three 
directions. Every layer contains three sub-1ayers which are stacked and 
stitched to each other. A possible composition is given in figure 
4.5.1.1. The three depicted orientations give the direction of low flow 
resistance. Other directions will have a higher flow resistance, with a 
maximurn in the x-direction. It is not possible to stack the sub layers 
in different directions. The weight of one layer is about 1330 ± 10 gr 
and a maximum of three layers is possible for molding. 
Injectex: preform with fibers orientated in one direction. One can cut 
the preform in such a way that the preferred direction of the resin 
flow is diagonal or perpendicular to the borders. The weight of one 
layer is 165 ± 5 gr. 

+ + 

Figure 4.5.1.1: A UD layer contains three sub layers orientated in 
different directions. 

§ 4.5.2: The first experiments and product 1. 

In the first experiment we used a preform of Unifilo with eight stacked 
layers of a total weight of 1930 gr. The preform fitted fairly well in 
the mold. Only in the left upper corner a macro-void may be distinguished 
(see figure 4.5.2.1); as aresult of a not perfectly fitting preform, a 
flow channel exists. Apart of a small macro-void, the composite contains 
many micro-voids. The volume percentage has not be measured. For some 
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Figure 4 . 5.2.1: A picture of product 1; a preform with eight stacked 
1ayers and two little macro-voids enc1osed in the edges. 
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products the volume percentage is measured in (Zwan2]. However, an 
optical conclusion may also be made. The whiter the product is the more 
micro-voids it contains. One of the claims of the experimental results is 
a void percentage of less than 5%, since the products have to stand 
extreme farces and this can only be reached with a low void percentage. 
The fiber intake was 1930 gr and the weight of the whole product after 
molding was 4049 gr. 47.6% wt of the product consists out of glass 
fibers. Corrected for binder content on fiber intake of 11.3% of the 
total fiber weight, the glass fib e r percentage becomes 42.3%. This 
percentage of glass fibers is necessary to obtain the required mechanical 
properties. An other claim is the usage of the process for mass 
production of composites. The fill i ng stage of this product takes about 
20.0 seconds, but the curing stage and the dernolding time take about 15 
minutes. Other problems may not b e observed in the present case and will 
be explained in the other experiments . 

The second experiment is almast t he same as the first experiment. Now 
we used ten layers instead of eight l ayers, with a total weight of 2495 
gr. The result looks the s ame a s the first expe rimen t as far as resin 
flow is concerned . Again the r e were macro-voids. 

§ 4.5 . 3: The third and fourth experiment and product 4 

In the third experiment, the prefarm existed of ten layers of Unifile 
with a total weight of 2144 gr. To inve stigate whether macro-voids are 
created as aresult of flow channe ls, the prefarm was cut one centimeter 
undersize allround. As expected, an enclosed macro-void arises in every 
corner (see figure 4.5.3.1). In expe riment 4 we a lso used a prefarm of 
Unifilo. Here we stacked t we l ve l aye rs having a total weight of 3230 gr. 
We took every precaution t o ensure that the prefarm fits properly. It 
appeared, however, flo w resistanc e of the prefarm is too high now. When 
the resin flow reaches the borde r, a flow channel along the border arises 
automatically as a consequence of h i gh flow resistance in the prefarm 
itself. In spite of a well fitting prefarm a flow channel will be 
created. A conclusion is that t welve layers of Unifilo are to many to 
fill the mold completely or to fill the mold without macro-voids (as a 
consequence there will be a max imum percentage of fibers in a product) 
which will vary depending on the type of glass used. In this experiment 
we used ink spots to see where and how the resin flo ws. The ink resolves 
in the resin and visualises the path of the flow in different points. In 
product 4 the macro-voids are observable. The resin which flows 
perpendicular to the border has a blue color and reaches the border 
earlier than the diagonal flow which has the red color. When the blue 
resin arrived at the border, the flo w resistance will be lower than in 
the prefarm and inspite of a large r distance the blue resin arrives 
earlier in the corners parallel to the borders than the red colared 
resin. A spot enclosed by blue and red resin will arise since the void 
cannot escape anymore. 

There is an other remarkable a sp ect observable in figure 4.5.3.1. There 
is a difference between the front s ide and the r eve rse side of this 
product. The difference may only be seen in the center of the real 
product . The injection point is on t h e r everse side of the mold and 
because of high flow resistance of t he t welve compressed layers the 
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Figure 4 . 5.3.1: A picture of product 4; a prefarm with twelve layers. In 
every edge is a macro-void enclosed a nd in the middle 
there is a dry spot toa. 
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required pressure is very high. The fibers in the center of the preform 
are compressed completely and the fiber volume percentage in the center 
of the front side will be so high, that the part in the center becomes 
impenetrable for the resin. As a result the center of the mold is , dry or 
wetted poorly and appears as a large macro-void. Here we encounter' a 
second reason why the fiber volume fraction should not surpass a certain 
maximum value. Obviously, the direction of highest flow resistance lies 
perpendicular to the length direction of the macro-voids. The first three 
experiments with eight or ten layers do not have these problems in the 
center of the product. The front side and the reverside look similar. 

§ 4.5.4: The fifth experiment and product 5 (0°- 0°- 0°) 

In this experiment we used a completely different preform as in the 
first four experiments. We used a U.D. preform of the Bradford University 
having fibers orientated in one dire ction. One layer contains three sub 
layers with different directions . Two directions are perpendicular to 
each other and are positioned di ago na lly into the mold; the third 
direction lays with 45 degrees difference between the other two 
directions. One layer has three preferred flow directions and as a 
consequence one direction with a maximum flow resistance. In this 
experiment we stacked three layers with a total weight of 3990 gr and a 

mutual orientation of 0 degrees (0°- 0°- 0°). Again 1ve used ink spots. In 
figure 4.5.4.1 the three preferred flow directions may be clearly 
distinguished. The flow front is relatively slow in this direction. The 
macro-voids (the two large spots at the border of the mold) are a result 
of high flow resistance perpendicular to the spots and a relatively low 
flow resistance at the border of the mold. The resin may enclose these 
areas easily and the void can no longer escape. 

Figure 4.5.4.1 shows that the mold ha s been filled in a non-uniform 
way. The two macro-voids have different sizes and are positioned in a 
asymmetrical way. A reason for this could be that the preform was 
slightly smaller than the mold and has not been positioned symmetrically 
or has been moved from its symmetrical position while closing the mold. 
Note that an asymmetrical filling may lead to warpage. 

§ 4.5.5: The sixth experiment and product 6 (0°- 90°- 0°) 

The sixth experiment shows a substantial improvement compared to the 
fifth experiment. The mold is compl e tely filled and no macro-voids were 
created during the filling process (see picture 4.5.5.1). Again there is 
an asymmetrical filling There are s everal differences between the fifth 
and the sixth experiment. We used a three layer U.D. preform of the 
Bradford University with a total weight of 4000 gr. The layers have a 

mutual orientation of 90 degrees (0 ° - 90°- 0° see figure 4.5.5.2). As a 
result, the variation of flow resistance with x- and y-direction is 
smaller than was the case in the fifth experiment. 

An other important difference is the fact that the preform was too 
large for the mold. On every side of the mold the preform had an overlap 
of one centimeter. After closing and opening the mold, one may observe 
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Figure 4.5 . 4.1: A picture of product 5; a U.D. prefarm of the Bradford 
University with orientated fibers in one direction; three 
layers with a mutual orientation of 0 degrees 

coo_ oo_ oo)_ 
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Figure 4.5.5.2: A picture of product 6; a U . D. prefarm of the Bradford 
University with orientated fibers in one direction; three 
layers with a mutual orientation of 90 degrees 

(0° - 90°- 0°). 
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x 

Figure 4.5.5.1: The three layers with a mutual orientation. 

how to cut the edges. By performing this treatment, the prefarm fitted 
extremely well into the mold,especially at the borders. The flow channels 
did not arise in the filling stage and there was no opportunity to 
enclose air and create macro-voids. Figure 4.5.5.2 clearly shows that the 
resin flows between the fibers as described in § 1.2 (perpendicular 
flow). The paint spots are very useful here to show how the resin flows 
in several directions. Hardly any paint arrived in the corners of the 
preform. We may therefore conclude that the diagonal flow has filled the 
corners in combination with a flow along the border which does not 
overtake the diagonal flow by means of a flow channel. 

§ 4.5.6: The seventh experiment and product 7 

The last experiment uses a combination of two preforms. First we took 
five layers of the random orientated preform, than one layer of injectex 
with a diagonal orientation, followed by a layer of injectex 90 degrees 
rotated and also with a diagonal orientation. After these seven layers, 
another five random orientated layers were stacked to come to a total of 
twelve layers with a total weight of 2917 gr. This experiment did not 
give any improvement. Two corners have a macro-void, the other two do not 
(see figure 4.5.6.1). Apparently the prefarm did notfit well into the 
mold on the side where the macro-voids have appeared; a flow channel was 
the result. Note that no dry spot has occurred in the center of the 
preform, although twelve layers have been stacked like in experiment 4 
(random layers). 
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Figure 4.5 . 6.1: A picture of prod1.tet number seven; this preform contains 
five and fivc layc rs of Unifilo and two layers of 
injectex , which are mutual orientated for 90 degrees. 
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§ 4.5.7: Conclusions 

The most important conclusion which may be drawn from the results of 
the present experiments is that the preform has to fit precisely into the 
mold, so that flow channels along the edge will not arise. Furthermore, 
it appeared to be possible to avoid macro-voids by controlling the 
direction of flow by means of the orientation of the preform. However, 
macro-voids may still occur when fiber packages having a low permeability 
are used. As a result of a high flow resistance, flow channels may be 
created along the borders of the mold, also in the case where the preform 
fits well into the mold. Finally, a macro-void may arise in the center of 
the preform when the fibers are compressed by a the inflowing resin 
mixture and become impenetrable. 



Conclusions and discussion 

The present report has focused on the filling stage of SRIM, in 
particular on flow tracking through the mold. We may conclude that the 
fit of the preform in the mold is of crucial importance in relation to 
the flow evolution of the fronts. Since SRIM should become a mass 
production process the number of treatments must be limited to a rn1n1murn. 
The consequence is that often the preform does not fit well into the rnold 
and an air entrapment may occur. There are several ways to avoid these 
air entrapments, however, they are all solutions which increase the 
nurnber of treatments. Some options are discussed below. 

From the theory and the numerical simulations we learn that the flow 
resistance at the border of the mold plays an important role in the 
occurrence of an air entrapment. Simulating Darcy flow by Hele-Shaw flow 
by means of transformation (2.4.1.7) we conclude that a low flow 
resistance at the borders of the mold is a result of a relatively low 
fiber volume fraction in these borders. To increase the flow resistance 
we may decrease the thickness of the mold at the border and theoretically 
we may increase the width of the borders. Lowering the thickness of the 
border rneans that the nurnber of treatments increases with one, since the 
border has to be cut off afterwards. 

From the experiments we learn that a perfect fit may be obtained by 
means of an oversized preform. After closing and opening the mold, the 
borders are clearly observable and a precise cut can be made. This 
salution also increases the number of treatments. A punch press could be 
an option to cut the oversized preform while closing the mold for the 
first time, thus avoiding an additional opening and closing. 

A third salution may be offered by the composition of the preform. A 
preform is a stack of layers orientated in different directions. We may 
use the composition of layers to arrange that the flow front reaches the 
border in every point at approximately the same moment. As a result an 
entrapment will not occur. Some experiments have been performed using 
different layers (see chapter 4). Further research is required to 
investigate the stacking and combining of different layers in more 
detail. 

A final option (not treated in the present report) is the application 
of 'Vacuurn assisted SRIM'. Before filling, a vacuum is created inside the 
mold. This technique has been applied successfully at KSLA by [Zwan2]. 
Research in this direction should be continued. 

Concerning the numerical simulations we may conclude that the MOLDSYS 
package has the potential to become a valuable tool for predicting the 
flow fronts inside fiber filled molds. However, at the moment the 
available options of MOLDSYS are too restricted to simulate flows through 
fiber preforms. The anisotropic Darcy equations should be incorporated 
for detailed comparisons with the measurements. Subsequently Darcy flow 
through stacked layers may be developed. Such an option would allow a 
detailed study of the occurrence of macro-voids and could assist in 
finding preform compositions that would avoid them. 
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Appendix 1 

Conservation of mass: 

Volume V is enclosed by a surface A with a normal vector n (see figure 
A.l.l). When we balance the mass flux across the surface of V with the rate 
of change of mass within V, we arrive at the law of conservation of mass in 
the integral form 

V 

Figure A.l.l: Volume element V with boundary A and normal vector n. 

~ JpdV = -J(n·pv)dA. 
dt V A 

(A.l.l) 

d 
By applying the divergence theorem and bringing dt inside the integral, we 

derive that 

for an arbitrary volume V fixed in space. It therefore follows that 

ap 
at -(V·pv). 

Conservation of momentum: 

(A.l. 2) 

(A.l. 3) 

For momenturn too, we can formulate the conservation law in integral form: 

~ fpvdA = -J (n·p{vv})dA + J (n·g)dA + fpgdV. 
dt V A A V 

(A.l.4) 

The rate of change of momenturn within V is balanced by the summatien of 
respectively, momenturn flux across A, the change of momenturn as a result 
surface forces or stresses (molecular interactions) and the change of 
momenturn by means of body forces (gravity). 
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In a similar way as above, equation (A.l.4) may be written 

I a pv dV = -I [v · p ( vv l J + J [ v · Q] dV + J p gdV, 
V at V V V 

(A.l.S) 

which finally gives 

a~;= -(V·p(vv)) + (V·Q) + pg. (A.l. 6) 

Ganservation of energy: 

The total energy of a volume element V consists of the summatien of the 
kinetic energy and the internal energy. The law of conservation of the 
total energy may therefore be written 

-J (n·q) dA + J (n· (Q·v)) dA + J (v·pg) dV, 
A A V 

(A.l.7) 

where the rate of change of the total energy balances the summatien of 
respectively, the flux of the total energy across A, the heat flux across 
A, the rate of work by surface forces (stresses) and the rate of work by 
body farces (gravity). It fellows from (A.l.7) that 

+ (v·pg). (A.l.8) 

Mass conservation (A.l.3) and momenturn conservation (A.l.6) may be combined 
to give a relation expressing the conservation of kinetic energy, 

(A.l.9) 

By subtracting (A.l.9) from (A.l.8) and using the identity 

(A.l.lO) 

we finally arrive at 

a pui at = - (V·pUiW) - (V·q) + (Q:Vv), (A.l.ll) 

expressing the conservation of internal energy. 
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Appendix 2 

By using (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), the term (V·~) may be written as 

(V·{-Pm!+~}) 

-VPm + (V·TJ.Y'). 

As a result, the equation of conservation of momenturn becomes 

Dv 
p-- = -Vpm + (V·'f/i') + pg. Dt 

The term (~:Vv) is rewritten according to 

(~:Vv) ( ( -Pm! + ~} :Vv) 

-(Pm!:Vv) + (~:Vv) = -Pm(V·v) + (TJ.Y:Vv) 

-Pm(V·v) + (TJ(Vv+Vv1 -~(V·v)!} Vv) 

73 

(A.2.1) 

(A.2.2) 

-Pm(V·v) + TJ.Y 2 (A.2.3) 

where the invariant .Y of the rate of deformation tensor i' is defined by 

The equation of conservation of energy may therefore be written 

(A.2.5) 
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Appendix 3 

The reformulation of the conservation laws in terms of the quantities 
pressure and temperature is discussed. 
We need the following equations to reformulate the conservation laws: 

the first law of thermodynamics (2.2.15), where the entropy per unit mass 
Si satisfies 

( 
asi ) ( asi ) Si= Si(P,T): dsj = aP dP + aT dT, 

T p 
(A.3.1) 

the heat capacity at constant pressure 

T( ~) 
aT P 

(A.3.2) 

and the Maxwell relationship 

( 
~ ) = _ ( avi ) = _ ( a 11 P ) 
aP T aT p aT p. 

(A.3.3) 

Note that Vi ljp. Clearly, (A.3.1) may now be written 

dsi = fgdT - !odP. 
T p 

(A.3.4) 

Substitution of (A.3.4) and (2.2.15) in (2.2.13) with the assumption that 
the mechanical pressure Pm and thermadynamie pressure P are equal, leads to 
the following energy equation 

DP ·2 
oTDt - (V.q) + ry~ 

Substitution of Fouriers law q = -ÀVT gives 

By assuming an equation of state of the form p 

satisfies 

dp = ( ~ ~ ) dP + ( ~~ ) dT, 
T p 

from which it directly follows that 

! Dp _ ! ( ap ) DT + ! ( ap ) DP 
p Dt - p aT PDt p aP TDt 

(A.3.5) 

(A.3.6) 

p(P,T), the mass density 

(A. 3. 7) 

(A.3.8) 
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Substitution of (A.3.8) in (2.2.11) give the equation of continuity in the 
form 

DT 
a

Dt 
DP 

JÇ-

Dt V·v. (A.3.9) 
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Appendix 4 

The mass conservation equation reads 

DT DP avx avy av7. a:- - K,- --+ + az-· Dt Dt a x ay (A.4.1) 

'-v-" '-v-" 
i i i iii 

When we use (2.3.2) to bring the conservation of mass in the dimensionless 
form, it gives 

* * 
DT * [ a:óV l _ DP * [ K.PoóV l 
Dt bH Dt H 

~~... ..,... * 
av~ [ óV l + avi [ óV l + av~ [ óV ]· (A. 4 . 2) 
ax H ay H az H 

It fellows from (A.4.2) that the consecutive terms (i), (ii) and (iii) 
campare as 

O ( K.P~óV J 
'--v----" 

i i 

o( ~v J. 
'--v--" 

iii 

Where 0 denotes the order symbol. Substitution of the values of the 
parameters (2.3.3) gives 

o(1o
1

s] o(s-lo
1

s) o(1o
2
s]. 

'--v--" '-v---" '--v--" 
i i i iii 

Note that ó = 10- 1 -10- 2 . 
As a result, no term may be neg1ected the mass equation. 

The momenturn equation reads 

momenturn 
Dv 

Pot = -Vpm + ('V·rá.') + pg, 

with 

p[ avx avx avy V 8v7. 
J 

aP 
x-component: -- + vxax + vYay + + at zaz a x 

'-.._.,-/ 

i i i 

+ §____( a x 

iii 

(A.4.3) 

(A.4.4) 

(A.4.5) 
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+ ~y ( ry ( 
avx + avy 

JJ + ay a x 

iv 

+ ~z( ry( 
avx avz 

JJ 
+ (A.4.6) + -- pgx, az a x 

'-v--" 
V vi 

y-component: p ( 
avy avx avy av7. 

) 7 
aP 

at + vxax + vYay + v,--· + zaz ay 
~ 

i i i 

+~x( ry( 
avx avy 

JJ + ay + ax 

iii 

+ Ê_( 2 avy - 2 ( avx avy avz 
)) + ryay -ry -- + ay + az ay 3 ax 

iv 

+ ~z( ry( 
avx av'l. 

JJ 
+ (A.4.7) -- + pgy. az a x 

'-v--" 
V vi 

and 

z-component: p ( avz + avx avy avz ) aP 
vxax + vYay + vz--az az + 

at 
'-v--" 

i i i 

+ ~x ( ry ( 
avx av7. 

)) + -- + az a x 

iii 

+ ~y ( ry ( 
avy av'l. 

)) + az + ay 

iv 

+ Ê_( 2 av7. - ~ry ( avx avv avz 
)) + (A.4.8) + -- + pgz az ry~ a x ay az 

'-v--" 

V vi 
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When we use (2.3.2) tobring the conservation of momenturn respectively in 
the x-, y- and z-direction in the dirnensionless forrn, it gives 
respectively, 

[ 
av~ * av~ )~ av; '~ av: l [ pHóV

2
] = x-component: , + Vx * + vy , + Vz * 

atx ax ayx az 

a + --
ax* 

a + --
...,( 

ay 

a 
+ --

* az 

[ '1 

[ TJ 

[ * av; * avx + 
* * ay a x 

[ av~ ]] [ "'k 

* az 

]] [ 11oVó 2 

l + 
H2 

l [ [ 
i< 

ryoV a * avz 
+ -- TJ 

H2 
··k * az a x ]] 

Poó 

H 

[ '70:~2 l + 

78 

+ pgx, (A.4.9) 

* av~ 
_,_ 

av: * [ avy * * av~ ;'; 

l [ póV2 

l aP [ Poó l + 
y-cornponent: 

* 
+ Vx 

* 
+ Vy 

* 
+ Vz "'k * at a x ay az H ay H 

a [ * [ av; av; 
]] [ TJoVó 2 l + 

+ -- TJ + 
* ay" .. k 

H2 a x a x 

a [ * av; 2 >'< [ av~ + av; av~~ ]] [ '70:~
2 l + + 2TJ - ]'7 + .. k * -;'\ * i':: ay ay a x 

a [ * [ av~ ]] [ TJoV l + -- TJ -;{ 'i': 
H2 az az 

+ pgy and 

~ * ~ 

[ 
av; * avx * av~ * z- component: + V x + vy _,_ + Vz 
at* ax* ay" 

a 
+ ----; 

a x 

[ "* [ :5 ]] [ 

+ 

ay az 

a [ * [ av~' ]] [ '70:~ 2 l + -- TJ 
* * az a x 

(A.4.10) 

av~ J [ pó
2

V
2

] _ aP: [ ~ l + 
az H az H 

a 
* ay 

av; 

ay* 

]] [ 

]] [ 
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a [ * av: 2 j'( [ av; av; ::~ ]] [ ry~~ó l + -- 2ry - 3'1 --+ + + 
* * ;'( * az az a x ay 

+ pgz. (A.4.11) 

The orders of magnitude of the consecutive terms campare as 

x-component: o( p~v2 J O ( P~ó ] o( '7o~~
2 

J o( ry 0~~
2 

J 
'--v---' '--v---' '--y--/ '--y--/ 

i i i iii iv 

o( Vryo 
) + o( Vryoó 2 ] o( pgx ] ' (A.4.12) lf2 ~ 

'--v---' 
V vi 

y-component: o( p~v2 ) 0 ( P~ó ) o( ry 0~~
2 

) o( ryoVó
2 J 

H2 

'--v---' '--v---' '--y--/ '--y--/ 
i i i iii iv 

o( Vryo J + o( Vryoó 2 ) 0 ( pgy ] and (A.4.13) lf2 ~ 
'--v---' 

V vi 

z-component: 0 --( pó 2V2 
H ] o( ~o J 

'--y--/ '--y---1 
i i i 

o( ryoVó J + o( ryoVó 3 ] 112 ~ 

iii 

o( ryoVó 
) + o( ryoVó 3 ) 112 ~ 

iv 

o( ryo~~ ) 0 ( pgz ) . (A.4.14) 

'--v---' '--v---' 
V vi 

Substitution of the parameters (2.3.3) gives 
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x-component: o(lo
4

ó) o(lo
10

ó-l0
11

ó) 

'-v----' 
i i i 

o(lo
9

ó2 ) o(lo
9

ó2 ) 

~ ~ 
iii iv 

o(lo
9

) + o(lo
9ó2 ) 

V 

y-component: o(lo
4ó) o(lo

10
ó-l0

11
ó) 

'-v----' 
i i i 

o(lo
9

ó2 ) o(lo
9

ó 2 ) 

~ ~ 
iii iv 

o(lo
9

) + o(lo
9

ó2 ) 

V 

z-component: o(lo
9

ó 2 ) o(lo10 -lo11) 

~ '-v----" 
i i i 

iii 

iv 

Neglection of small terms yields 

i i 

i i 

o (lo
4), 

'-v----' 
vi 

o (lo
4) and 

'-v---" 
vi 
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(A.4.15) 

(A.4.16) 

o(lo
4). (A.4.17) 

'-v----' 
vi 

(A.4.18) 

(A.4.19) 
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z-component: o(lo
10

-lo
11). 

'-.._r---/ 
i i 

The momenturn equations accordingly reduce to 

aP ~z ( avx J 
a x 11az , 

aP ~z ( avy ), ay 11 az 

aP 
0. az 

The conservation of energy reacts 

( aT aT aT aT 
J Pep at + vxax + vYay + vzaz 

i 

aT( aP aP aP aP 
J - + vxax + vYay + vzaz at 

i i 

+~[>-aT] ax ax 
+~[>-aT] ay ay + 

iii 

+ 

When we use (2.3.2) to bring the conservation 
dimensionless form, it gives 

[ * -;'( -;'( * aT * aT * aT t': aT 
+ Vx --+ Vy + Vz 

* * * * at a x ay az 

~[>-aT] az az + 11'12. 

'---v---" '-v--' 
iv V 

of energy in the 

l [ p:~óV l = 

T*[ 
* ;'; "i'( * l [ a::óV l + 

aP ;': aP "" aP * aP 
+ Vx + Vy --+ Vz --

* * * * at a x ay az 

[ [ ::: l [ * 
]] [ 

).ó2 

l [ [ * a a aT a aT 
+- -- + --

* ··,':: ""k bH2 * * a x ay ay az az 
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(A.4.20) 

(A.4.21) 

(A.4.22) 

(A.4.23) 

(A.4.24) 

]] [ b:2] 
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* [[ :5 r [ av; n [ '7ovz l + TJ + -- + 
'" H2 ay 

+ TJ * [ * ]'[ ]· av7. TJovzsz 

* H2 az 

The consecutive terms cernpare as 

o( P~Hsv ) o( a~~sv ) ( uz ) 
0 bHz 

~ ~ ~ 
i i i iii 

a( TJ ovz 
) + a( TJovzsz ) H2 Hz 

V 

Negleetien of small terms gives 

a( P~Hsv ) a( a~~sv ) a( ). ) bH 2 

~ ~ ~ 
i i i iv 

or, alternatively, 

a( Gz ) a( aP 0:VH ) a( 1 ) 

'--y-/ '-----v---" '-v-" 
i i i iv 

Substitution of the parameters (2.3.3) leads to 

a(lo1s-lo2s) 
'--v---" 

i i 

The energy equation accordingly reduces to 

( 
aT aT aT ) 

pCp at + Vxax + Vyay = 

i 

~z (). ~!) + ( ~:x ) \ ( ~:v r 
~ 

iv V 
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(A.4.25) 

o( b~z ) 

~ 
iv 

(A.4.26) 

0 ( TJ~~2 ) (A.4.27) 

~ 
V 

o( Br ) , (A.4.28) 

'--y-/ 
V 

(A.4.29) 

(A.4.30) 
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Appendix 5 

We derive the relations given in § 2.4.2 descrihing linearand radial 
Darcy flow through an isotropie preferm with permeability K in a rnold with 
constant height h. The fluid has a constant viscosity ~· 

Linear flow: 

In integrated form, Darcy's law (2.4.1.1) reads 

where 

Q ~ A dP 
~ dx 

A = wh. 

Separate and integrate; the integrated form then gives 

L 

QJ dx 

0 

Q·L =Kwh (P - Po) =Kwh 6P. 
~ ~ 

Linear flow with constant Q gives the following equation: 

Q~l 
Kwh· 

Linear flow with constant 6P gives 

K:~ 6P. 

The filltime t1 is calculated by means of 

or Çi 
wh 

Separation and integration of equation (A.5.6) then gives 

Qlti = Ewhl. 

For Linear flow with constant Q the filltirne is 

EWhl 
Ql 

and linear flow with constant 6P gives 

(A.S.l) 

(A.5.2) 

(A.5.3) 

(A.5.4) 

(A.S.S) 

(A.5.6) 

(A. 5. 7) 

(A.5.8) 
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9l Kwh ilP KilP dl 
A J..Ll wh J..Ll édt' 

from which the filltime follow as 

ti 
€J..Ll2 
2KilP. 

Radial flow: 

Darcy's law in integrated form reacts 

r h 

Q 
K dP ffdA K dP 27rrh. -~ dr f..L dr 

0 0 

Separation and integration of equation (A.S.ll) gives 

r 

QJ~ctr 
ro 

Q ln( 
r 

J 
K 27rh ilPr. - = -

ro f..L 

Radial flow with constant Q leads to 

ilPr --- ln -J..LQ ( r J 
- 27rKh ro 

and radial flow with constant L':IP gives 

Qr 
27rKh 

ilP. 
J..Lln[ !..__ J ro 

The filling time tr for a radial flow with constant Q follows from 

Vr = 
dr 

€
dt 

Separation and integration results to 

84 

(A.5.9) 

(A.S.lO) 

(A.S.ll) 

(A.5.12) 

(A.S.l3) 

(A.5.14) 

(A.S.lS) 

(A.5.16) 

(A.5.17) 

The filling time tr for a radial flow with constant ilP fellows from 
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Kt,P 
(A.5.18) 

~rln( ~ 0 ) 

Separation and integration results to 

E~ [ 2 [ r ) tr = 2Kt,P r ln ro (A.5.19) 
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Appendix 6 

Perpendicular flow on fibers gives a flow resistance as a result of 
viscosity. To pass two fibers, a certain pressure gradient 6P in the 
x-direction (see figure A.6.1) is required. 

Figure A.6.1: Flow resistance between two fibers with a perpendicular flow. 

It fellows from 

6P = J U~Jdx, (A.6.1) 

which has been written in [Pal] as 

f [~~)dx = 12Q·~f 0 3~x) dx. (A.6.2) 

The distance D(x) between two fibers is given by 

d0 = 2R. (A.6.3) 

Q and the average velocity Vave are related by means of Q do ·Vgem· 

Substitution of (A.6.1) and (A.6.3) in (A.6.2) gives 

(A.6.4) 
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The maximum of this integral L'.Prnax is obtained for x=O. As a consequence, 
we find 

87 

L'.P :5 L'.Pmax 
l2ryd0 D0 vave 

(Do - do) 3 • 
(A.6.5) 
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Appendix 7 

Note 1: Make a notice of the coordinates of the macro-vertices, the 
macro-elements and the faces. 

Note 2: A flat macro-mesh of varying thickness (constant~ linear ~ 
constant) consists three faces. The bilinear option should be used 
when the face varies linearly in two directions (see figure 
3.2.2.3). 

Note 3: The thickness of a face is defined by means of the local 
coordinates x' ,y' (see figure 3.2.2.1). Makesure that you use that 
coordinate system in the proper way so that the coordinates you 
type in are at the correct position. 

Note 4: The radius of the injection gate can not be larger than the size of 
the macro-element. 

Note 5: The outflow of the runner system must contact the injection gate 
which is defined in MOLDMESH. 

Note 6: The radius "rt'', used for constructing an additional element to 
calculate the pressure drop over the injection gate, should be 
smaller than the radius of the injection gate. An equal radius may 
lead to error messages in MOLDFILL. 

Note 7: The initial front should be chosen slightly larger than the first 
layer of elements around the injection gate (see figure 3.2.3.1). 
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Appendix 8 

To estimate the pressure drop inside a squar~ mold, we need the values of 
some parameters. We take the flow rate Q, the radius of the injection gate 
r 0 , the radius of the mold rr, the thickness of the mold h, the fiber 
volume fraction 1-e, the porosity e, the permeability K, the temperature of 
the mold Tmold and the viscos i ty J.1. equal to: 

Q 10-4 m3 js, 

- ro 2 ·10 -2 m, 

35.5·10-2 . .. - rr m, 

h 0.5·10-2 a @ - m, ~ 

- l-é = 0.5, 
- e 0.5, 

K 2·10-ll m2 
I 

- Tmold 140 oe, 

1·10-3 
,. ... 

- J.l. Pas. 

Figure A.8.1: A square mold partially filled with a circle with the purpose 
to estimate the value of the pressure drop required for a 
complete filling. 

These va1ues are related to the fourth SRIM experiment of chapter 5. In 
(Verh) the permeability of Unifile is given as K = 3·10-9 m2 fora volume 
fraction of 0.1. The Kozeny-earman relation (2.4.1.8) has been used to 
determine K for a fiber volume fraction 1-E of 0.5. 

The viscosity at 140 oe is extrapolated from figure B.l.2. of [Zwan2]. 
When we substitute all these values in equation (2.4.2.3) we may estimate 
the pressure drop by means of: 

J.!.Q [ t.P = 2nKh ln "' 3. 5 bar. (A.8.1) 

Note that for the present case the square mold is partially filled by a 
circle (see figure A.8.1). A complete filling will require a t.P which is 
somewhat higher than the value given by (A.8.1). 


